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Chapter 2
Estimation of Diﬀusion Coeﬃcients in
Intermittent Single Particle Tracking
Data with Variable Localization
Precision
Authors: Patrick J. Cutler, Peter K. Relich, and Keith A. Lidke

2.1

Abstract

Single particle tracking (SPT) is a powerful tool for investigating the mobility of
proteins in the cellular environment. After trajectories are generated from imaging
data, it has long been typical to fit to the Mean Squared displacement (MSD) versus time to a diﬀusion model to extract a diﬀusion coeﬃcient (D). However, MSD
analysis is ill-suited to straight-forwardly handle variable localization precisions and
trajectory intermittency that often occurs in practice when tracking blinking fluo

rophores such as quantum dots. Here we describe a method to directly estimate D
from an observed trajectory maximizing the use of the acquired data while accommodating missing data, variable localization precision and finite exposure time of the
detector. We show that under the assumption of free Brownian motion the likelihood
−
expression P (→
o |D) can be solved with a recursion relation. We use the likelihood
to calculate a Bayesian posterior and define credible intervals for D. We compare
this estimator to MSD fitting and to a simplified likelihood estimator that doesn’t
include frame-to-frame covariance eﬀects, but for which the Cramér Rao Bound is
easily described. The estimators are compared with simulated data, experimental
data generated with known trajectories, and live cell single particle tracking data.
The Bayesian estimator is shown to be superior in all cases.

2.2

Introduction

The spatial and temporal resolution aﬀorded by single particle tracking (SPT) methods utilizing colloidal gold [5, 7], fluorescent molecules [22, 26], and quantum dots
(QDs) [4] provide significant biological insights [9]. The ability to probe the dynamics and heterogeneity of the cellular environment at the single molecule level is a key
advantage of SPT over other ensemble techniques. For example, SPT of QD labeled
IgE (QD-IgE) bound to its high aﬃnity receptor (Fc�RI) on the surface of mast cells
has provided important insights into the receptor dynamics in the initiation of the
allergic response [1, 2].
The field of SPT lacks a consensus in the proper treatment of experimental data,
and many commonly used methods do not account for experimental realities. Figure 2.1 demonstrates several non-ideal features of experimental SPT data (e.g. finite
camera exposure time, trajectory intermittency and variable localization uncertainties). The movement of probes during a single camera exposure leads to motion blur


(a)

(b)

Figure 2.1: Features in experimental SPT data. (2.1a) is a conceptual rendition
highlighting several issues observed in experimental SPT data. (2.1b) is a simulated
trajectory with a similar depiction as in (2.1a). The actual trajectory (black line)
with 100 steps per camera exposure is used to simulate Gaussian blobs which are
subsequently localized and built in a trajectory (dashed blue line). Trajectory intermittency (20%) is included in the simulation by random omission of observations
(blue x). The observed trajectory is represented by the green line, and the estimated
localization precision for each localization is represented by the red ellipsoids.

in experimental SPT data. Due to motion blur, the observed position for a probe
during a single camera exposure (figure 2.1a green dot) is an average of all positions
of the probe (figure 2.1a gray line) during the exposure [12]. This leads to an increase
in the overall localization uncertainty due to a convolution of the static localization
uncertainty with the dynamic localization uncertainty. The observation of the average position leads to correlated information in sequential observations. See references
[20, 15, 12] for a thorough treatment of this topic. Trajectory intermittency (figure
2.1a blue x) is commonly observed in experimental SPT data due to out of focus
motion and fluorophore blinking [8, 6]. Causes for variable localization uncertainties
(figure 2.1a red ellipses) include non-uniform sample illumination, camera pixelation,
and blinking on time scales shorter than the camera exposure time.
Based on the principles of thermodynamics, the diﬀusion coeﬃcient (D) is the
simplest model for quantifying mobility in an isotropic medium. Typically, D is


estimated by fitting a line to the MSD (DMSD ; figure 2.2a) to quantify mobility in
SPT data [18]. A recent work [12] addressed inconsistencies in the literature for the
number of points used to compute DMSD . In this work, it was demonstrated that the
number of points needed to optimally fit the MSD is related to the reduced square
localization error
RLE2 =

σ2
+ 2R
D∆t

(2.1)

where σ 2 is the variance due to localization uncertainty, ∆t is the time lag between
consecutive observations, and R is the motion blur coeﬃcient. The motion blur
coeﬃcient is discussed in more detail in the Theory section (Eq. 2.8). Another
recent work [3] described a maximum likelihood estimator for D. A comparison of
this maximum likelihood estimator and the fitting of the optimal number of points in
the MSD revealed that the accuracy of the two algorithms to estimate D is related to
RLE2 and the number of observations (N ) [13]. Taking these findings into account
DMSD in this work refers to fitting a line to the MSD with the number of points set
by the empirical formula defined by Michalet [13]
MSDfitpoints = E(2 + 2.3(RLE2 )0.52 ).

(2.2)

While Michalet and Berglund [13] provide a significant advance by taking into account track length, localization uncertainty, and finite integration time for calculating
D and its expected variance, both methods expect contiguous trajectories and a single representative value for the localization uncertainty. As highlighted above, these
conditions are not met under many typical experimental conditions.
More recent work by the Landes group has expanded the MLE developed by
Berglund to account for intermittent trajectories [23]. The Landes group utilizes
the uniqueness of the diagonal components of the covariance matrix to allow for
heterogeneities in the variance due to observed diﬀusion with diﬀerent time spacings.


(a)

(b)

(c)

Figure 2.2: Estimating D for a Simulated Trajectory. D is estimated for the trajectory shown in figure 2.1b. (2.2a) A fit (red line) of the first 5 points of the MSD
(blue line) are used to estimate D. (2.2b) A unit normalized histogram of individual
squared jumps divided by ∆t (blue) compared with the distribution of displacements
given the Dest . The uncertainty in DIJA (noted in the legend) is provided by the CRB.
(2.2c) Shows the posterior distribution (red line), the mode (blue line), and the 68%
confidence interval (green shading) for DPM . The true underlying D (black x;0.05
µm2 /s) is indicated in 2.2c.

The applicability of this method is limited to short trajectories due to computational
expense.
Michalet[12] and Berglund[3] separately highlight the benefit of estimating the
localization uncertainty independent of D. Estimating the position of individual particles using a maximum likelihood based method provides a straight forward platform
for the independent estimate of the localization uncertainty by computing the Cramér
Rao Bound (CRB) [19, 24].
Due to the complexity of biological systems, several types of motion are observed
(i.e. Brownian, corraled, anomalous, or directed motion)[7]. Characterizing diﬀerent
modes of motion in SPT data is of great interest to biologists and an active area of
research [14]. The shape of the mean squared displacement (MSD) curve can be used
to characterize the mode of motion. Characterization of motion based on the MSD
can be problematic due to limited information (i.e. trajectory length) and correlated


information from trajectory sampling; therefore, it is often advantageous to use the
simplest model to characterize mobility in SPT data.
The main contribution of this work is the derivation and application of a Bayesian
based method (DPM ) for estimating D in SPT data. DPM is a posteriori based
method that separates the variance in trajectories due to localization uncertainty
and diﬀusion. Additionally, a simplified maximum likelihood estimator (DIJA ) that
treats each observed displacement independently is described and used for comparison. Both methods (DPM and DIJA ) take into account finite camera exposure time,
trajectory intermittency, and variable localization accuracies. Both methods also
provide a statistical basis for estimating the accuracy of the of the estimated D.
This work compares DM SD , DIJA , and DPM on both simulated and real data. The
utility of the approaches presented here is that accurate quantitative information
about the mobility of a single receptor or population of receptors can be performed
with limited amounts of data. The instantaneous D (Dinstant ) is one example of
an application in which it is important to estimate D with limited amounts of data;
therefore, estimating Dinstant for QDs on glass with simulated stage movements based
on Brownian motion and QD-IgE-Fc�RI on live mast cells is used in the comparison.

2.3

Theory

−
The probability of a set of observations (→
o ) in a trajectory given D depends on the
−
−
−
probability of →
o given the true position (→
x ) and the probability of →
x given D which
is written in general terms as

−
−
−
−
P (→
o |D) = P (→
o |→
x )P (→
x |D).

(2.3)


or more specifically
−
P (→
o |D) =

�

dx1 dx2 . . . dxN P (oN |xN )

N�
−1
i=1

P (oi |xi )P (xi+1 |xi ).

(2.4)

Here we define N as the number of points under observation, o as a particular
observation, x as the correlated true position, and i as an index for a particular
observation/point. Note that many of the variables used in this section are depicted
in figure 2.1a. For the subsequent calculations, we assume a normal distribution for
the linking probabilities:
P (oi |xi ) =

√1

P (xi+1 |xi ) = �

2πσ�2i

1
2
2πσD

i

· e−(oi −xi )

·e

2 /2σ 2
�i

2
−(xi+1 −xi )2 /2σD

i

,

(2.5)

where the variance due to the exposure time is
σ�2i = −4Dt� R + σo2i

(2.6)

and the variance due to diﬀusion is
2
= 2D∆ti .
σD
i

(2.7)

∆ti is the time lag (ti+1 − ti ), t� is the camera exposure time, R is the motion blur
coeﬃcient, and σoi is the localization uncertainties for oi . Note that the term ∆ti
accounts for observational intermittency. The terms σo2i and σo2i+1 are estimated using
the CRB for each localization [24] and account for variable localization uncertainties
for individual observations. The motion blur coeﬃcient [3] is

R=

�t�
0

S(t)[1 − S(t)]dt

(2.8)



where

S(t) =

�t

s(t� )dt�

(2.9)

0

describes the sample illumination/camera exposure. For the typical case of full frame
illumination/camera exposure, s(t) is 1/t�, and R is 1/6. Trajectory intermittency,
finite camera exposure, and variable localization precision are accounted for here.
Fortunately, the integral product in Eq. 2.4 can be solved analytically via recursion
relation when the constituent probabilities are represented as normal distributions
(Appendix A.1).
An example of the posterior computed in Eq. A.15 is shown in figure 2.2c. D
is estimated using the mode of the posterior, and the confidence interval for the
posterior is used to estimate the precision of the estimated D. The derivation in
this section is performed for a single dimension and a single trajectory. Posteriors
are easily combined for multiple dimensions to obtain a posterior describing 2- or
3-dimensional diﬀusion. Similarly, posterior’s from several trajectories are combined
to form an ensemble posterior. The method derived here is referred to as DPM
throughout the this manuscript.
By ignoring the covariance, jumps can be analyzed independently to estimate
D. This method is referred to as DIJA and is a simplified diﬀusion estimator that
takes into account finite camera exposure time, trajectory intermittency, and variable
localization uncertainty. For more details, see Appendix A.2 for a derivation of this
method.


2.4
2.4.1

Results and Discussion
Distribution of estimated diﬀusion coeﬃcients

Figure 2.2 compares D estimated by fitting the simulated trajectory shown in figure
2.1b in which the RLE2 is 0.63. DMSD , DIJA , and DPM estimate D (Dest ) to be
0.0555, 0.0534, and 0.0526 µm2 /s respectively where Dtrue is 0.05 µm2 /s. Note the
noise in the MSD shown in figure 2.2a due to only having 18 observations in the
trajectory. DIJA and DPM provide more accurate estimates of D than DMSD for
this individual example. DPM is also slightly better than DIJA figure 2.2b and 2.2c
highlight that DIJA and DPM provide estimates for the precision of the estimated D,
and the Dtrue lies within the estimated precision of Dest for DIJA and DPM .





σ6

87
87
87
17
17
17
87
87
87
17
17
17
87
87
87
17
17
17

RLE2

7.00
2.00
1.00
0.60
0.40
0.36
7.00
2.00
1.00
0.60
0.40
0.36
7.00
2.00
1.00
0.60
0.40
0.36

N



0.023
0.091
0.228
0.023
0.091
0.228
0.023
0.091
0.228
0.023
0.091
0.228
0.023
0.091
0.228
0.023
0.091
0.228

Dtrue


0.023
0.088
0.234
0.023
0.089
0.234
0.028
0.092
0.227
0.023
0.089
0.230
0.023
0.086
0.220
0.022
0.085
0.219

10
0.022
0.090
0.229
0.023
0.092
0.229
0.024
0.091
0.227
0.023
0.091
0.228
0.023
0.090
0.225
0.023
0.090
0.224

0.023
0.092
0.228
0.023
0.092
0.228
0.023
0.091
0.227
0.023
0.091
0.227
0.023
0.091
0.226
0.023
0.091
0.227

100

D̄est 1
30
0.023
0.091
0.228
0.023
0.091
0.228
0.023
0.091
0.228
0.023
0.091
0.228
0.023
0.091
0.228
0.023
0.091
0.228

1000
0.9
0.6
0.6
0.5
0.5
0.5
0.9
0.5
0.4
0.3
0.3
0.3
0.5
0.4
0.3
0.3
0.3
0.3

10
0.5
0.4
0.3
0.3
0.3
0.3
0.5
0.3
0.2
0.2
0.2
0.2
0.3
0.2
0.2
0.2
0.2
0.2

30
0.3
0.2
0.2
0.2
0.2
0.2
0.3
0.2
0.1
0.1
0.1
0.1
0.1
0.1
0.1
0.1
0.1
0.1

100

|�|2

0.1
0.1
0.1
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.1
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0

1000
0.03
0.08
0.17
0.02
0.06
0.15
0.03
0.06
0.11
0.01
0.03
0.08
0.02
0.05
0.10
0.01
0.03
0.07

10
0.01
0.04
0.09
0.01
0.03
0.09
0.02
0.03
0.06
0.01
0.02
0.05
0.01
0.03
0.06
0.00
0.02
0.04

0.01
0.02
0.05
0.00
0.02
0.05
0.01
0.02
0.03
0.00
0.01
0.02
0.00
0.01
0.03
0.00
0.01
0.02

100

σDest 3
30
0.00
0.01
0.01
0.00
0.01
0.01
0.00
0.01
0.01
0.00
0.00
0.01
0.00
0.00
0.01
0.00
0.00
0.01

1000
66
53
45
43
38
37
69
67
69
66
63
66
85
73
71
66
63
67

10
66
56
47
47
40
41
63
65
66
68
66
65
87
76
69
68
68
66

30
67
56
50
42
40
41
65
66
68
64
66
67
91
79
73
65
68
68

100
68
57
51
47
42
42
65
67
67
67
67
64
92
79
70
65
67
68

1000

Percent within CRB4

55
57
57
53
49
47
56
56
63
62
65
62
65
68
70
66
68
68

10
47
51
49
50
43
45
42
57
63
66
63
64
66
67
66
67
66
67

30

43
47
46
41
41
43
39
55
65
63
65
65
65
67
68
63
67
68

100

Percent within CI5

38
45
47
41
41
42
37
55
62
59
65
64
59
67
65
55
66
66

1000

2

mean in Dest in µm2 /s
mean of the normalized absolute error |Dest − Dtrue |/Dtrue
3
standard deviation in Dest in µm2 /s
4
Percent of Dest within the CRB as estimated by DIJA (i.e. (Dest − Dtrue )2 < CRB)
5
Percent of Dest within the 68% credible interval as estimated by DPM (i.e. Dest − CIL < Dtrue and Dest + CIU > Dtrue ,
where CIL and CIU are the lower and upper widths of the credible interval respectively)
6
localization precision in nm

1

DPM

DIJA

DMSD

Diﬀusion
Estimator

Table 2.1: Summary of results for 1200 simulated trajectories with variable amounts of reduced localization error.
Note that the shading highlights relatively positive (light) and negative (dark) values for each figure of merit.

For an initial comparison, trajectories were simulated with variable D and σ to
provide a range of RLE2 values. These simulations include finite camera exposure
time and variable localization precision, but trajectory intermittency is omitted from
this comparison for simplicity. Details on simulation parameters are included in
Section 2.6.1. D is estimated (Dest ) for 1200 independently simulated trajectories
using DMSD , DIJA , and DPM . Diﬀerent track lengths (N ) were also used to test the
eﬀects of variable amounts of data. A quantitative comparison of the estimators is
included in table 2.1.
The mean D (µD ) for all estimators is relatively close to Dtrue . This is quantified
by the mean of the normalized absolute error (|�|). The correlation between (|�|) and
RLE2 further emphasizes the conclusion by Michalet[13] about the importance of the
RLE2 in interpreting D from SPT data. The standard deviation in Dest (σDest ) is
correlated with Dtrue for all methods.
The percent of Dest within the CRB for DIJA is as expected (i.e. approximately
68% for a single standard deviation). Similarly, the percent of DPM within the 68%
credible interval is around 68%. For comparison, the percent within the CRB and
the 68% credible interval are computed for all estimators.
In general, this comparison demonstrates that DIJA and DMSD are comparable
under most conditions, but DPM outperforms both DIJA and DMSD . All figures of
merit presented in table 2.1 highlight that DPM provides a more accurate estimate
in situations with limited data and high RLE2 (i.e. high localization precision and
low D). This result is not surprising since DPM is the most rigorous treatment of D
included in this study.
In order to test all aspects of the SPT process (i.e. localizing, tracking, and estimating D), additional comparisons are perform on SPT data which was simulated,
localized, and tracked (see the Section 2.6.2 for more details). These simulations test


(a)

(b)

(c)

Figure 2.3: Distribution of D. Diﬀusion coeﬃcients estimated for approximately
1200 independent simulations with 20% intermittency. The distribution of D for
trajectories with tracklengths of 20 (2.3a) and 100 (2.3b). A comparison of the CRB
with the variance in D using each method is included in 2.3c. The true D for these
simulations is 0.05 µm2 /s.

DIJA and DPM on data with real static and dynamic localization uncertainty. There
are two key diﬀerence to highlight between the simulations presented here and those
presented above: (1) the localization uncertainty is estimated using the CRB of the
localizations; and (2) trajectory intermittency is included in these simulations. The
distribution of D’s estimated for 1200 independent trajectories are compared using
DMSD , DIJA , and DPM in figure 2.3. The distributions of D for simulated SPT with
N of 20 and 100 both with 20% intermittency are shown in figure 2.3a and 2.3b
respectively. Qualitatively, DIJA and DPM provide tighter distributions for D than
DMSD . This is quantified in figure 2.3c where the standard deviation in the distribution of estimated D’s are compared with the square root of the CRB as estimated
by DIJA (see Appendix A.2 for derivation). Note that the standard deviation of the
distribution of D’s estimated using DMSD is significantly larger than the standard
deviation in the distributions of D estimated using DIJA and DPM . Additionally,
the distribution of D’s estimated using DIJA and DPM correspond well with the distribution predicted by the CRB. These results agree with those presented in table
2.1.


2.4.2

Estimating instantaneous diﬀusion

Interpreting Dinstant from SPT data requires the accurate estimation of D with limited
observations. This provides an application in which to compare DMSD , DIJA , and
DPM .
In order to demonstrate DMSD , DIJA , and DPM on microscope data with a known
true underlying D, stage movements are used to simulate Brownian motion with QDs
non-specifically adsorbed on glass at 100 Hz with a 10 Hz acquisition rate[21](see section 2.6.3 for more details). Individual trajectories from 5 independent simulations
are pooled together to estimate Dinstant (figure 2.4). A comparison of fit values for
the 8 segments with diﬀerent D values are included in table 2.2. Five fit points are
used to calculate DMSD (optimal number of fit points for the highest RLE2 ). Time
windows near transitions (i.e. 20, 40, 60, 80, 100, 120, 140 ± 3 s) are not included
in the statistical analysis. The slightly longer camera exposure time than 0.1 s (i.e.
0.1017 s) resulted in a slight oﬀset between when the stage finished its movements
and when the camera acquisition ended. This artifact is observed by the dip in Dest
at the end of the acquisition; therefore, the last 3 s were also excluded from the statistical analysis. Even though, the statistics presented in table 2.2 are not rigorous
due to the limited number of time windows included in each segment; the overall
trends are in agreement with the observations in the previous section. According to
the figures of Merit in table 2.2, DIJA and DPM out perform DMSD for most segments.



(a)

(b)

(c)

Figure 2.4: Simulated Brownian Motion. Brownian motion is simulated by subexposure stage movements (100 Hz discrete stage movement observed by 10 Hz camera
exposures) of QDs non-specifically adsorbed onto a glass coverslip. The true underlying D is shown in black overlaid with Dinstant estimated with each estimator is shown
in (2.4a), (2.4b), and (2.4c). Dinstant is estimated on a independent time windows
spanning 10 frames ( 1 s). Error bars included in (2.4b) and (2.4c) are estimated
using the CRB and 68% confidence interval respectively.




Number of time
windows
17
13
14
14
13
14
14
13
17
13
14
14
13
14
14
13
17
13
14
14
13
14
14
13

Segment
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8

16
26
26
30
34
36
39
40
16
26
26
30
34
36
39
40
16
26
26
30
34
36
39
40

N̄ 7
0.37
0.77
0.41
0.37
0.39
0.44
0.53
0.42
0.37
0.77
0.41
0.37
0.39
0.44
0.53
0.42
0.37
0.77
0.41
0.37
0.39
0.44
0.53
0.42

RLE2 8
18
21
19
19
20
18
19
20
18
21
19
19
20
18
19
20
18
21
19
19
20
18
19
20

σ̄ 9
0.100
0.010
0.050
0.100
0.070
0.035
0.020
0.050
0.100
0.010
0.050
0.100
0.070
0.035
0.020
0.050
0.100
0.010
0.050
0.100
0.070
0.035
0.020
0.050

Dtrue
0.089
0.007
0.045
0.092
0.072
0.032
0.025
0.053
0.103
0.013
0.051
0.089
0.067
0.037
0.024
0.052
0.106
0.013
0.054
0.091
0.065
0.037
0.024
0.052

D̄est 10
0.30
0.35
0.27
0.21
0.38
0.35
0.43
0.35
0.30
0.33
0.16
0.14
0.13
0.20
0.28
0.21
0.32
0.29
0.17
0.15
0.18
0.18
0.25
0.20

|�|11
0.03
0.00
0.02
0.03
0.03
0.01
0.01
0.02
0.03
0.00
0.01
0.02
0.01
0.01
0.01
0.01
0.04
0.00
0.01
0.01
0.01
0.01
0.01
0.01

σDest 12
0.47
0.54
0.57
0.43
0.23
0.36
0.29
0.15
0.53
0.54
0.71
0.64
0.54
0.57
0.5
0.38
0.53
0.69
0.71
0.71
0.38
0.71
0.57
0.54

Percent within CRB13
0.35
0.38
0.57
0.43
0.15
0.29
0.21
0.15
0.47
0.46
0.71
0.64
0.54
0.57
0.43
0.38
0.41
0.54
0.71
0.64
0.38
0.64
0.36
0.38

Percent within CI14

8

average number of observations per time window
approximated using Dtrue and σ̄
9
mean localization precision in nm
10
mean in Dest in µm2 /s
11
mean of the normalized absolute error |Dest − Dtrue |/Dtrue
12
standard deviation in Dest in µm2 /s
13
percent of Dest within the CRB as estimated by DIJA (i.e. (Dest − Dtrue )2 < CRB)
14
percent of Dest within the 68% credible interval as estimated by DPM (i.e. Dest − CIL < Dtrue and Dest + CIU > Dtrue ,
where CIL and CIU are the lower and upper widths of the credible interval respectively)

7

DPM

DIJA

DMSD

Diﬀusion Estimator

Table 2.2: Summary of results for experiments with simulated stage movements. Note that the shading highlights
relatively positive (light) and negative (dark) values for each figure of merit.

(a)

(b)

(c)

Figure 2.5: SPT of QD-IgE-Fc�RI on Live RBL Cells During Crosslinking. Changes
in Dinstant are compared for DMSD , DIJA , DPM in 2.5a, 2.5b, and 2.5c respectively.
Crosslinker (DNP3 ) was added 20 s into the acquisition as indicated by the vertical
black line.

Changes in mobility of IgE-Fc�RI upon crosslinking has been the focus of several
studies [1, 2, 10, 11, 16, 17, 25, 27]. In two of these studies, Dinstant of QD-IgE [1, 2]
was used to observe the change in mobility of QD-IgE-Fc�RI in RBL cells. DMSD
was used to estimate Dinstant . Due to the distribution of Dest highlighted in figure
2.3 several experiments were needed to be averaged together to obtain suﬃcient
signal to noise to observe changes in D. Cellular heterogeneity provides additional
impetus to be able to estimate Dinstant from a single acquisition. Here we compare
the estimation of Dinstant for a single acquisition using DMSD , DIJA , and DPM in
figure 2.5. Qualitatively DPM and DIJA provide a tighter distribution of D’s. This
demonstrates the application of these methods on SPT on live cells and the transition
of QD-IgE-Fc�RI from mobile to immobile is much clearer using the DPM and DIJA
methods.


2.5

Conclusion

We have derived and tested a statistically rigorous method for computing D using
Bayesian statistics (DPM ) which accounts for finite camera exposure, variable localization uncertainty, and trajectory intermittency. The results presented in table 2.1
and figure 2.3 support that DMSD , DIJA , and DPM converge with large N . In the
application to real SPT data, DIJA and DPM provide a significant advantage when
limited data is available. Additionally, simulated data (table 2.1) demonstrates that
DPM provides the best estimate for D in situations with high RLE2 .
DIJA and the MLE approaches by Berglund [3] and Shuang [23] do not take
advantage of extended temporal information available in single particle trajectories.
On the contrary, the sampling of several diﬀerent time lags in MSD analysis contains
information about trajectory mobility. This is especially important in situations
with high RLE2 . One issue with DMSD is correlation between time lags due to
trajectory sampling which is further complicated by trajectory intermittency and
limited observations in short trajectories. DPM avoids these issues by relating all
observed localizations to each other during the estimation of D using the recursion
relation (Appendix A.1).
The comparison presented here agrees with previous work[12] in that the ability
to estimate D is correlated with the RLE2 (table 2.1). The theory behind the original implementation of DMSD relies heavily on the several idealistic assumptions [18].
More recently adaptations of DMSD have been made to account for finite camera integration time[12] and maximum likelihood estimators which account for finite camera
integration time[15, 3] and trajectory intermittency[23]. Implementations are often
only discussed in ideal scenarios. Here we have developed and demonstrated a diﬀusion estimator on both theoretical (simulated trajectories) and practical applications
(i.e. simulated gaussian blobs, simulated stage movements with QDs, and a live cell


application). Both DIJA and DPM outperform the traditional DMSD in theoretical
and practical applications. Our results demonstrate that DPM provides the best estimate of D from the techniques that are compared in this manuscript applications
with high RLE2 and limited numbers of observations.

2.6
2.6.1

Materials and Methods
Simulated trajectories

This section describes the simulated data summarized in table 2.1. Combinations
of 3 diﬀerent D’s and 2 diﬀerent σ’s were used to produce 6 data sets with variable
amounts of RLE2 . 1200 trajectories with 1000 observations each were simulated
with parameters representative of SPT data acquired at 20 fps with 107 nm pixel
size. The mean position of 100 simulated Brownian steps was used to simulate
finite camera exposure time. Uniformly distributed random values between 0 and
either 107 nm or 21 nm were used to simulate variable localization uncertainty (σ).
Mean positions were perturbed in each dimension by a normally distributed random
number with the standard deviation of the localization uncertainty to determine the
−
observed positions (→
o ). For the analysis of diﬀerent track lengths (N ), the first N
observations in a trajectory were used. Using Eq. 2.2 10, 6, 5, 5, 4, and 4 points
were used in to fit the MSD of simulated data with an RLE2 of 7, 2, 1, 0.6, 0.4, and
0.36 respectively.

2.6.2

Simulated SPT data

Diﬀraction limited spots were simulated using 2D Gaussians corrupted with Poisson. 1200 trajectories with 100 time steps were simulated. Simulation parameters


include D = 0.1 µm/s, τ� = 0.05 s, pixel size = 107 nm/pixel, PSF = 1.3 pixels.
Each simulation contained a single simulated trajectory to avoid tracking errors.
To simulate finite camera exposure time 10 Brownian steps were performed during
each simulated exposure. Variable localization uncertainty was added by simulating
Gaussian blobs with varying intensity. Intensities were determined by normal random distributions with mean values of 100 and 200 counts and standard deviations
of 20 and 30 counts respectively. Localization was performed and the localization
uncertainty was estimated using a maximum likelihood method with a finite pixel
model for a 2D Gaussian[24]. Trajectories were built from individual localizations
using a likelihood base cost matrix approach (manuscript in preparation). After
tracking, random trajectory intermittency was added to the SPT data by randomly
omitting 20% of localizations.

2.6.3

Simulated Brownian Motion with Stage Movement

QDs were non-specifically adsorbed onto glass by incubating 400 ul of 50 pM QDs
(Invitrogen; 3 colors 605, 625, and 655) in an 8 well chamber (LabTek). Stage movement controlled by analog signal to a piezo stage (MCL nanodrive stage) through a
National Instruments data acquisition card were used to simulate Brownian motion
at a rate of 100 Hz. Data acquisition rate 10 fps (0.1017 s exposure time). Initialization of stage movements and data acquisition were synchronized by the camera
(Andor) initialization. A 1.45 NA TIRF objective (U-APO 150x NA 1.45, Olympus
America Inc) and camera pixel size of 16 µm gives a 107 nm pixel size. A quadView
image splitter was used to simultaneously collect data in two channels. Trajectories from 5 independent simulations were pooled together to compute Dinstant using
independent time segments of 10 frames ( 1 s).


2.6.4

SPT of QD-IgE on Live RBL cells

QD-IgE preparation and cell labeling was performed as described previously[1].
Briefly, RBL-2H3 cells were primed with 200 pM of 3-colors (605, 625, and 655)
of QD-IgE for 15 minutes at 37 ◦ C followed by a 15 minute incubation with 1.86
ug/ml of dark IgE at 37 ◦ C. Microscope setup was identical to that described in
section 2.6.3. Camera acquisition rate was approximately 30 fps (τ� 0.0303 s). All
live cell data was collected at approximately 37 ◦ C. Approximately, 20 s into the
acquisition 100 µL of crosslinker (30 nM DNP3) was added to the well containing
200 µL of imaging buﬀer (i.e. hanks buﬀered saline solution). Data was tracked, and
Dinstant was computed for independent time segments of 15 frames ( 0.5 s).
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3.1 Abstract
Many cellular signaling processes are initiated by dimerization or oligomerization of membrane
proteins. However, since the spatial scale of these interactions is below the diffraction limit of the
light microscope, the dynamics of these interactions have been difficult to study on living cells.
We have developed a novel high-speed hyperspectral microscope (HSM) to perform single
particle tracking of up to 8 spectrally distinct species of quantum dots (QDs) at 27 frames per
second. The distinct emission spectra of the QDs allows localization with ~ 10 nm precision even
when the probes are clustered at spatial scales below the diffraction limit. The capabilities of the
HSM are demonstrated here by application of multi-color single particle tracking to observe
membrane protein behavior, including: 1) dynamic formation and dissociation of Epidermal
Growth Factor Receptor dimers; 2) resolving antigen induced aggregation of the high affinity IgE



receptor, Fc!R1; 3) four color QD tracking while simultaneously visualizing GFP-actin; and 4)
high-density tracking for fast diffusion mapping.

3.2 Introduction
Cellular signal transduction is regulated through the interactions and output of
membrane receptors. However, the study of molecular-level protein-protein interactions
in living cells continues to be a challenging goal in cell biology. While the nanometerscale distribution of receptors can be observed using electron microscopy (EM), this
technique is limited to fixed samples [1–6]. Super-resolution microscopy techniques [6–
9] can also reveal nanometer-scale protein distributions, yet these measurements are
inherently slow, making the observation of dynamic events difficult. Therefore, new live
cell microscopy techniques are needed in order to determine the role of receptor
dynamics in the regulation of cell signaling.
One method for studying the dynamics of membrane components is single particle
tracking (SPT) [10], in which a fluorescent or light scattering probe is attached to the
component of interest and its position is recorded over time. The probe can be localized
with precision much better than the diffraction limit (typically tens of nanometers) by
fitting the spatial distribution of light intensity recorded to the point spread function
(PSF) of the microscope [11]. Connecting particle coordinates across frames generates
particle trajectories that can be analyzed to deduce properties of the probe target or the
membrane. Although SPT has been used extensively for characterizing membrane
environments [12], it has seen limited use for the study of protein interactions since the
localization precision of the probe is greatly reduced when the particle spacing
approaches that found in protein dimers or oligomers [13]. Simultaneous tracking of two
spectrally distinct probes can be easily achieved using filter-based separation of the
emission. Two-color SPT allows the spatially overlapping particles to be separated by
emission spectrum, and in the case of isolated, two-color pairs, the localization precision
is restored. This concept has been used for the study of interacting membrane proteins in
several systems [14–18] . Despite its advantages, two-color SPT has several limitations:
1) successful tracking requires each color of probe be present at a density of less than



about 1 µm-2; 2) same-color dimers are as likely as two-color dimers; and 3) higher order
oligomers cannot be easily resolved.
Here we describe a high-speed hyperspectral microscope (HSM) that is capable of
resolving and tracking eight or more spectrally distinct fluorescent probes. A
hyperspectral imaging system collects a region of the spectrum divided into many
contiguous channels for each spatial element of the image. Our microscope design is
based around the concept of a spectrally-resolved, line-scanning confocal microscope
[19], illustrated in Figure 3.1. A laser focused to a line provides high excitation intensity
in a region in and around the focal plane of the objective. The line geometry and the use
of a confocal slit on the emission path rejects much of the out-of-focus light that is
emitted from either fluorophores or sample auto-fluorescence, thereby providing optical
sectioning [20]. To create a two-dimensional (2D) hyperspectral image, the line is
scanned across the sample plane in discrete steps (along the x-axis) and the camera
captures a frame at each step. Each single camera capture consists of 64 pixels of 1D
spatial information and 128 spectral channels. Therefore, a 2D hyperspectral image
consists of a 3D (x,y,!) data cube collected in these steps. The rate at which complete
hyperspectral images can be captured is limited by the readout rate of the electron
multiplying charge coupled device (EMCCD) camera and is 27 frames per second (fps)
when scans are configured for 32 steps per image (each image is 32!64!128). In this
configuration the camera is collecting approximately 900 images per second where each
camera image corresponds to a single position of the excitation line. In the application of
multi-color SPT (mcSPT), each hyperspectral image is analyzed to find the positions of
the fluorescent probes and these positions are used to construct particle trajectories.
We describe the design and performance of our instrument and the analysis process
required for mcSPT. We then demonstrate the capabilities of the instrument through
several proof-of-principle experiments by applying mcSPT to biological systems of
interest in our laboratory. Specifically, we show that: 1) The increased labeling density
afforded by mcSPT makes detection of rare and transient receptor interactions more
efficient, as demonstrated in observations of Epidermal Growth Factor Receptor (EGFR)
dimerization [14]; 2) The multiplexing capability of the HSM can be used for
determination of antigen-induced Fc!RI aggregate size based on spectral signature and



therefore could be used for cluster size correlation with diffusion coefficient [17,21,22];
3) mcSPT can be used while simultaneously visualizing other membrane associated
structures, which we demonstrate by performing mcSPT while imaging GFP-actin; and 4)
High density tracking facilitated by mcSPT can be exploited for fast diffusion mapping of
the cell membrane. Because of the advantages in speed, sensitivity and spectral imaging
afforded by our HSM, it is likely that the instrument will find use in a wide variety of
biological imaging studies and we briefly discuss a few of these other potential
applications.

Figure 3.1 Conceptual diagram of microscope.
The excitation beam (optics not shown) is reflected by a dichroic mirror and forms a laser line focused at
the sample plane by the objective, concentrating the excitation light to a small volume of diffraction limited
width. Here, the white spheres in the sample represent fluorophores that remain mostly in the ground state
while the colored spheres denote those which are excited. The emitted light passes through the dichroic
mirror and into a spectrometer, which distributes the light onto an EMCCD camera such that each exposure
captures information of wavelength and position along the line. The entrance slit on the spectrometer also
serves to reject out-of-focus light, providing a semi-confocal ability for imaging at any depth in the sample.
A scanning mirror (not shown) advances the line position by one back-projected pixel length on the sample
and another exposure is acquired. One hyperspectral “frame” is a reconstructed series of these steps
(performed in post processing) to form an image containing x, y, and !. A time series of these hyperspectral



frames is acquired at 27 fps, providing spatial, spectral, and temporal resolution that enables localized
single molecule tracking of multiple emitters within a given diffraction limited volume. For a more detailed
description, see Figure 3.2 and Text B.3.1.

3.3 Results
3.3.1 Microscope design and performance
The HSM described here can operate at a frame rate of up to 27 fps for an imaging area
of 28 µm2 while each spatial pixel collects 128 spectral channels. Our system is designed
to span the spectral range from 500 to 750 nm. The system is built around a standard
inverted microscope base (Olympus IX71) in order to facilitate live cell imaging. A
single 488 nm wavelength laser (which is used to simultaneously excite all spectral
species of QDs) is modified with a laser line generating lens (Edmund Optics) and other
optics to provide a uniform (vertical) and diffraction limited (horizontal) line at the
microscope focal plane. The laser line is scanned across the sample using a galvanometer
controlled scanning mirror (Cambridge Research). Emission light is de-scanned and
passes through a prism spectrometer and is imaged with a high-speed EMCCD camera
(Andor iXon 860). The microscope design layout is provided in Figure 3.2 and a more
detailed description of the instrument is given in Text B.3.1. Synchronization of the
camera and scanning mirror is achieved by using the camera as the master clock.
Specific digital sequences are pre-programmed in a data acquisition card (NI PCIe-6343)
and the camera fire signal is used to trigger the next output state. Figure B.1.1 shows the
overall instrument control schematic, and Figure B.1.2 provides a few example plots that
illustrate the signal timing. When collecting a time series of hyperspectral images (fourdimensional data sets (x,y,!,t)), the camera is set to collect a single kinetic series, and
therefore absolute timing is preserved. Data is saved asynchronously as one file for each
hyperspectral image.
The localization precision of single fluorophores is proportional to the square root of
the number of photons captured [11] and therefore, for throughput efficiency, a prism
spectrometer is used as the dispersing element. Prism spectrometers have a higher
transmission efficiency over a wide spectral range as compared with diffraction gratings



[23], so they are more suitable for this application. The spectrometer is an aplanatic
design [24], with a dispersion element that consists of a spherical wedge prism and a
spherical concave mirror. The design was optimized using optical design software
(Optics Software for Layout and Optimization, Lambda Research Corporation) to
minimize distortion. Custom optical components were fabricated (Rainbow Optics,
Eugene, Oregon USA) to the specifications of the optimized design. The details of the
design (Figure B.1.3 and Text B.3.2) and the spectrometer distortion and dispersion
(Figure B.1.4) of the design are included in the supporting information. Spectral
calibration was performed using a spectral calibration lamp (MIDL® Wavelength
Calibration Lamp) and the 543 nm and 633 nm lines from HeNe lasers. There is no
observable curvature in the spectral lines with respect to the spatial axis (Figure B.1.5).

Figure 3.2 Optical layout.
This schematic layout of the laser line scanning hyperspectral microscope displays the key components of
the system. Focal lengths are shown in units of mm. A detailed description and parts reference is provided
in Text B.3.1.



The measured 4D (x,y,z,!) microscope point spread function (PSF) shows good
agreement with that expected for a diffraction limited system (Figure B.1.6, B.1.7, and
Text B.3.3). Localization of multi-fluorophore beads (TetraSpeck, Invitrogen) broken
into spectral bins of 504-534, 562-611, and 641-712 nm show less than 15 nm of
chromatic induced shift anywhere in the image (Figure B.1.8).
Custom graphical user interfaces (GUIs) were developed using MATLAB (Natick,
Massachusetts USA) for data acquisition and live viewing of hyperspectral images
(Figure B.1.9). The data acquisition GUI allows for efficient adjustment and
optimization of acquisition parameters for experiments. The live viewing GUI provides
the experimentalist instantaneous feedback on sample quality and the ability to find a
field of view and focus on the sample.

3.3.2 QD localization and trajectory connection
Single particle tracking is carried out by the localization of single molecules and the
subsequent building of trajectories from those localizations [25]. The light emitted from a
point source (such as a fluorescently tagged protein) is distributed on the detector
according to the PSF of the microscope. The 2D (x,y) spatial PSF is well modeled by a
2D Gaussian distribution [26] and the emission spectra profiles of QDs are also well
modeled by a Gaussian shape (Figure 3.3A). The position of QDs are found by
performing a maximum likelihood estimate of spatial position, intensity and spectral peak
position using a 3D (x,y,!) Gaussian PSF model and a Poisson noise model (Figure
B.1.10, Text B.3.4, and Table B.4.1). Localizations are performed using an iterative
update method [27] that includes the possibility of fitting multiple point emitters within a
diffraction limited area [28]. As with previous work [27,28], the analysis is implemented
on graphics processing units in a parallel fashion in order to take advantage of the high
computational performance of modern graphical processing units (GPUs) (Figure B.1.11
and Text B.3.5).
To characterize the imaging capability of the HSM, QDs are non-specifically adsorbed
onto a glass coverslip and imaged at the fastest scan rate for this geometry. For the field
of view collected in these images (64 vertical spatial pixels and 32 line steps; 28 !m2),
the pixel dwell time was 1.14 ms and the frame rate was 27 fps. The spectral



characteristics of individual QDs for 8 colors (commercially available from Invitrogen)
are investigated in Figure B.1.12 and Table B.4.2. The procedure for localizing QDs
using hyperspectral data is demonstrated with all 8 colors of QDs in a single acquisition
(Figures 3.3B-E). See materials and methods for more details. The simultaneous
localization of two highly spatially and spectrally overlapping QDs (QD585 and QD605)
is highlighted in Figures 3.3C. Additionally, a total of four highly spatially overlapping
QDs are localized simultaneously. This is highlighted by the colored boxes in Figure
3.3B and the corresponding fits in Figures 3.3C, 3.3D and 3.3E. The fit precision for
each parameter is estimated from the Cramér-Rao Bound (CRB) however, it is important
to note that QD blinking during line scanning can contribute to higher than expected error
in QD localization in the line-scanning dimension of the data (Figure B.1.13).
Trajectories are constructed from found QD (x,y,!) positions (Video B.2.1, Text B.3.6,
and Figure B.1.14; manuscript in preparation Relich P, Cutler PJ, Huang F, Lidke KA)
[29]. The use of spectral information to build trajectories helps to improve the overall
accuracy of the trajectory building process (Figure B.1.14).



Figure 3.3 SPT of individual QDs non-specifically adhered to a glass surface.
(A) Progressing from blue to red are sum projections of raw data (solid) and Gaussian fits (dashed) for
single 525, 565, 585, 605, 625, 655, 705 and 800 nm QDs. (B) 3D representation of a single hyperspectral
time frame with 3D boxes representing sub-volumes identified for further particle localization. Sum
projections of the data onto each plane are used to represent the raw data (gray scale). Likewise, 2D
projections of each 3D box onto each plane are used to highlight the sub-volumes. Fitting results for the
colored sub-volumes (color corresponds to the spectral center of the box) in (B) are shown in (C), (D), and
(E). In the top figures in (C), (D), and (E) red and green are sum projections of the raw data and fit
respectively. Note that the color outlining (C), (D), and (E) correlate with the respective sub-volumes
highlighted in (B) with the same color. The localized particles are represented by white ellipsoids in which
the radius in each dimension shows 3 standard deviations in the estimated error in the fit using the Cramér
Rao Bound and their projection onto each axis is represented by a gray ellipse. The bottom figures in (C),
(D), and (E) show raw spectral features (black) and Gaussian fits (color corresponds to fit spectral emission
peak). The vertical gray lines represent the spectral cutoffs for independently fit sub-volumes. See Video
B.2.1.



3.3.3 mcSPT of membrane proteins
3.3.3.1 Observation of rare, transient events.
Protein-protein interactions can be difficult or impossible to observe with single
color SPT since the spacing of proteins at distances less than the diffraction limit make it
difficult to discern the difference between merely close proximity and real interactions.
Two-color tracking restores the ability to calculate separation and deduce dimerization
state. Previously, we used two-color SPT to visualize and quantify EGFR
homodimerization under various physiological conditions [14]. These studies required
low labeling density such that capturing a sufficient number of dimerization events
between two labeled receptors required a large amount of data. Multi-color SPT improves
upon two-color SPT by increasing the overall labeling density and thereby increases the
potential observation rate of rare events while reducing the probability of same color
interactions. Using our HSM, we imaged 8 colors of QD-labeled Epidermal Growth
Factor (QD-EGF) bound to EGFR expressed on live A431 cells. Video B.2.2 shows the
analysis results of a data set collected at 27 fps. Highlighted trajectories in Figure 3.4A
and 3.4B show several interacting pairs of QD-EGF-EGFR complexes. Consistent with
our previous work [14], we observed long-lived (Figure 3.4C) and transient (Figure
3.4D-F) receptor dimerization events, marked by periods of sustained correlated motion.
Note that even in a single time series, multiple interactions are readily identified,
demonstrating that the higher labeling density allows for more efficient detection of
dimers than with two-color imaging [14].



Figure 3.4 SPT of 8-colors (525, 565, 585, 605, 625, 655, 705, 800 nm) of QD-EGF on live A431 cells.
(A) 3D (x,y,t) representation of trajectories. Trajectories are represented by colored lines. Selected
interacting trajectories are highlighted by thicker lines. Interactions are grouped by boxes in the xy-plane
(identified numerically). (B) Red-green-blue (RGB) representation of raw data for the last time frame with
overlaid trajectories and boxes corresponding to (A). Pairwise interaction distances for the selected pairs of
QDs are shown in (C), (D), (E), and (F). Note the text identifying how the pairwise interaction distances
correspond to the boxes in which the QDs are observed in (A) and (B). See Video B.2.2.



3.3.3.2 Oligomer dynamics.
Previous studies of Fc!RI have shown that receptor mobility is a function of
antigen dose and valency, and consequently aggregate size [21]. However, in these
experiments, the size of aggregates could not be directly determined since a mixture of
dark and QD-labeled IgE (QD-IgE) was used to maintain SPT density. Using the HSM
to perform mcSPT of QD-IgE-Fc!RI on live cells captures not only the dynamics of IgEFc!RI complexes, but also reveals the number of proteins in the aggregate based on
spectral signature. Figure 3.5 and Video B.2.3 show the results of mcSPT of QD-IgEFc!RI approximately 7 minutes after the addition of a crosslinking agent (DNP3). Several
long-lived complexes are observed that demonstrate correlated motion. Figure 3.5A
highlights the observation of a trimer and dimer. Spectral separation is further beneficial
for accurate quantification of diffusion of QD-IgE-Fc!RI oligomeric complexes due to
their high degree of spatial and spectral overlap (Figures 3.5B and 3.5C). Note that the
localization of the QDs in these complexes would not be possible using single color SPT
represented by the gray scale projection in Figures 3.5B and 3.5C. The red ellipse in
Figure 3.5C (upper left subfigure) is a QD655-IgE-Fc!RI that comes in close proximity
but does not interact with the observed dimer. The spectral features of the QD655-IgEFc!RI are observed in the raw spectrum (Figure 3.5C; lower left subfigure; solid black
line). In a two color SPT experiment, the proximity of a third QD to an observed dimer
would disrupt one of the trajectories in the dimer. The diffusion coefficients of the
individual trimer and dimer seen in this example are 0.013 and 0.024 "m2/s, respectively.
These results demonstrate the ability of mcSPT to investigate the dynamics and
composition of protein complexes.



Figure 3.5 SPT of 5-colors (565, 585, 605, 625, 655) of QD-IgE on live RBL cells.
All subfigures are derived from a single acquisition (27 fps) ~7 minutes after crosslinking with DNP3. (A)
3D (x, y, t) depiction of trajectories. The color scheme for the trajectories is dependent on the estimated
emission peak of each QD as noted by the color bar. A trimer (565 QD cyan diamond; 605 QD yellow
square; 655 QD red up triangle) and dimer (585 QD cyan circle; 605 QD yellow down triangle) are
highlighted by their respective symbols. (B) and (C) show localizations for specified time frames.
Coloration and symbols correspond to (A). Ellipses in the upper subfigures represent 3 times the
localization accuracies over a gray scale projection of the raw data. Red ellipse in the upper left subfigure
of (C) is a localized 655 QD that doesn’t interact with the dimer. Raw spectra (solid black lines) and
Gaussian fit (colored lines with symbols) for individual QDs are shown in the lower subfigures. See Video
B.2.3.

3.3.3.3 Interactions with membrane components.
The dynamics of membrane proteins may be influenced by membrane-associated
structures such as actin [17], clathrin [30] or other microdomains [31] and interaction
with such structures could be correlated with oligomerization state. Our HSM allows the
simultaneous observations of several colors of QDs at the same time as other fluorescent
probes that can be excited efficiently with 488 nm light, such as GFP. Here we



demonstrate mcSPT using 4 colors of QD-IgE-Fc!RI (605, 625, 655, and 705 nm) while
simultaneously imaging GFP-actin. Imaging was performed on rat basophilic leukemia
(RBL-2H3) cells transiently transfected with GFP-actin. Figure 3.6 (Video B.2.4)
provides observations that highlight several advantages of this technique. Comparison of
the actin structure in the top and bottom images demonstrates how dynamic the actin
structure is over the time course of this acquisition. Actin corralling of QD-IgE-Fc!RI is
also observed (red triangle and red circle in the bottom image).

These results are

consistent with previous reports of actin corralling first observed by tracking QD655-IgEFc!RI with respect to GFP-actin [17]. However, these previous studies were limited to
tracking in total internal reflection fluorescence (TIRF) at the adherent surface since wide
field imaging of actin structures at the apical surface was insufficient and point scanning
confocal was too slow for tracking. Using the HSM, we can perform fast confocal
imaging while simultaneously tracking single quantum dots. Moreover, the increased
number of spectrally distinct QDs allow for tracking of many receptors simultaneously
such that their interactions within the actin domains can be observed. The mobility of the
dimer complex (0.004 µm2/s; purple blue diamond and red square, top and bottom) is less
than that of highlighted monomers (0.044 µm2/s). A transition of the mobility of a
monomer from relatively immobile (red triangle, top) to relatively mobile (red triangle,
bottom) is observed. Crossing trajectories are appropriately connected due to the spectral
information (red triangle and yellow star).



Figure 3.6 SPT of 4-colors (605, 625, 655, and 705) of QD-IgE-Fc!RI on live RBL cells transiently
transfected with GFP-actin acquired at 27 fps.
(left) Two representative frames are shown. The GFP-actin presented in normalized gray scale is the
spatially deconvolved portion of the spectrum between 500-570 nm. It is overlaid with Gaussian blobs
reconstructed for localized QDs and trajectories for QD-IgE-Fc!RI spanning the previous 3.7 s (100
frames; coloration of blobs and trajectories according to emission peak; see color bar). Colored symbols
highlight QD-IgE-Fc!RI positions at the specified frame, and representative spectra are shown to the right.
Text identifiers (D, M1, M2, and M3) are used to indicate monomers (M#) and dimer (D) trajectories. See
Video B.2.4.



3.3.4 Fast membrane diffusion mapping
Labeling with multiple colors enables SPT at densities of several particles per square
micron. By binning squared displacement both temporally and spatially, high-density
mcSPT can be used to probe local receptor mobility [32]. The uncertainty in the diffusion
coefficient scales as approximately D*(A*!*n)-1/2 where D is the diffusion coefficient, A
is area, ! is particle density and n is the number of time frames (Text B.3.7); therefore,
higher density allows better spatial and/or temporal resolution in the diffusion map. In a
similar manner, high density mcSPT also allows global changes in protein diffusion to be
observed quickly. To demonstrate this, a high density mcSPT experiment was devised in
which the relative labeling density for 8 colors of QD-IgE-Fc!RI was refined to provide
similar high density labeling for each color of QD. The labeling density achieved here is
~2.4 particles per "m2 which to the authors’ knowledge is higher density than any
previously reported SPT method. Crosslinker (DNP-BSA) was added ~20 seconds into
the acquisition and a corresponding change in the estimated instantaneous diffusion
coefficient is observed (Figure 3.7A). Due to the increased labeling density, this
instantaneous change in mobility observed from a single acquisition of a single cell
correlates well with that observed in a previous study that required the combined analysis
of multiple (~10) SPT experiments of single color of QD-IgE [17,21]. Similarly, squared
displacements can be binned both temporally and spatially to build diffusion maps in
relation to QD-IgE-Fc!RI. In Figures 3.7B and 3.7C, squared displacements are binned
in 280 frame temporal bins (~10 seconds) and 1 pixel by 1 pixel spatial bins (0.116 "m
by 0.116 "m). Changes in diffusion maps subsequent to the addition of crosslinker are
apparent upon comparison of Figures 3.7B and 3.7C (Video B.2.5).



Figure 3.7 High density single particle tracking (QD 525, 565, 585, 605, 625, 655, 705, and 800).
(A) Shows the instantaneous diffusion for a mcSPT experiment with an acquisition rate of 27 fps of QDIgE. 1 µg/ml of DNP-BSA was added ~20 seconds into the acquisition (vertical dashed line). (B) and (D)
show spatial maps of diffusion coefficients (estimated diffusion coefficient for each spatial bin is defined
by the color scheme indicated in the color bar; red faster, blue slower, black insufficient sampling) for the
same experiment shown in (A) estimated using all squared displacements observed between ~5-15 seconds
(B) and ~30-40 seconds (C). A maximum likelihood estimator is used to estimate the diffusion coefficient
(Chapter 2). See Video B.2.5.



3.3.5 Other imaging modalities
Our fast, line scanning HSM has the potential to be used for many other imaging
modalities that are not explicitly demonstrated. Some of these modalities are variants of
combinations of the demonstrated approaches. mcSPT could be performed to image
several types of proteins labeled with various permutations of QD colors. (e.g. two colors
on one membrane receptor and two on another). mcSPT could also be performed
simultaneously with more than one additional marker, such as both GFP and yellow
fluorescent protein (YFP), which could be separated from each other using multivariate
curve resolution (MCR) [22].
Since the instrument is a line scanning system with optical sectioning capability, the
microscope can be used to obtain hyperspectral z-slices of a sample. Using the fast
scanning ability and a piezoelectric stage, our HSM can make three dimensional
observations of samples with hyperspectral information, providing 5D data sets with
spatial (x,y,z), spectral (!), and temporal (t) dimensions. A demonstration of live cell, 5D
imaging of three cellular markers is shown in the (Figure B.1.15 and Video B.2.6).
Given the ability of the instrument to image single molecules with high temporal and
spectral resolution, the HSM could be used with a variety of probes that report on local
environment via spectra [33–36], for single-molecule, multi-color Foerster resonance
energy transfer (FRET) studies [37–39] or for studying the fluorophores themselves,
particularly QDs [40–42].
Finally, the instrument could also be used for more typical hyperspectral imaging tasks,
such as imaging samples labeled with many spectrally overlapping fluorophores [43], and
imaging spectral shifts of native fluorescence in organisms [22].

3.4 Discussion
Here we have detailed the development of a novel hyperspectral microscope that
provides an unprecedented combination of speed, sensitivity and a spectral detection. Our



HSM design provides acquisition rates of 27 fps over a 28 µm2 field of view with 128
spectral channels. These features allow the determination of stoichiometry and dynamics
of small oligomers, which cannot be measured using any other currently available
techniques. We have demonstrated these capabilities of our HSM by multi-color single
QD tracking and diffusion mapping of membrane protein dynamics. While EM or superresolution techniques do provide a nanometer-scale image of protein distributions and
clustering, they cannot provide information on protein diffusion or clustering dynamics.
One variant of super-resolution that captures dynamics uses SPT of sequentially photoactivated fluorescent proteins [32], but it still requires long acquisition times to build up a
diffusion map and cannot track a single protein or aggregate for more than a few seconds
and cannot be used to identify interactions.
The maximum speed is limited by the EMCCD readout rate and is achieved by imaging
only 64 of 128 pixels in the vertical shift direction. In this configuration, the maximum
frame rate scales directly with the image area. A higher frame rate or larger field of view
could be achieved by rotating the camera such that spectral binning in the vertical shift
direction would increase frame rate. This would most benefit fast, 3D imaging of
conventional fluorophores. We estimate that the imaging area could be increased by a
factor of two while maintaining similar signal to noise levels with a state-of-the-art
scientific complementary metal oxide (sCMOS) camera [44,45]. However, pixel-to-pixel
noise and gain variation of sCMOS cameras may complicate particle localization and
MCR analysis [46].
Several other spectral imaging methods could be envisioned for performing mcSPT. In
principle, a widefield microscope could be used with a series of dichroic and emission
filters to setup an arbitrarily large number of spectral channels. This approach has been
used for two color [14] and four color imaging [47]. However, for image registration
better than 20 nm, which is required for studying protein-protein interactions, careful
mapping between all channels must be periodically performed using multispectral
reference beads. In contrast, our spectrometer system provides less than 15 nm shift in
spatial localization due to chromatic aberration from 500 nm to 750 nm (Figure B.1.8).
Another recently described approach for wide field, fluorescence spectral imaging uses
an image mapping spectrometer [48]. This apparatus would seem not to suffer from



channel registration problems and although has only been demonstrated at ~ 7 fps, would
in principle be capable of video rate imaging. Of course, these wide field approaches do
not provide a mechanism for rejecting out of focus light and could therefore suffer as
compared to a line-scanning system when imaging in an environment with high cellular
auto-fluorescence or other background.
Spectral imaging capabilities can be found on many commercial point scanning
microscopes as well as custom built point-scanning hyperspectral systems [23,43,49].
However the finite lifetime of fluorophores limits photon yield even at arbitrarily high
laser power and leads to a practical limit for SPT in point scanning systems. For a region
of interest that is 128!128 spatial pixels, with a desired localization precision of ~10 nm,
the maximum point scanning frame rate is ~2 fps and the maximum line scanning frame
rate is ~250 fps (Text B.3.8). In terms of achieving a maximum area scanned for a given
specific frame rate of 30 fps (33 ms per frame) and with the same 10 nm localization
precision, these limits are ~ 512 um2/33 ms for organic fluorophores (" = 2 ns) and as low
as 51 um2/33 ms for QDs (" = 20 ns) for a point scanning system. The latter value is
fairly close to the area covered by this instrument when acquiring at 30 fps, and does not
include consideration of spectral data acquisition. In addition, any non-linear
photobleaching, photo-destruction or long-lived dark states would further reduce these
values in practice. In comparison, a line-scanning system has the advantage of parallel
observations along the spatial dimension and therefore gives an additional factor equal to
the number of pixels that are simultaneously observed.
QDs have a broad excitation spectrum, narrow emission spectrum and high photostability. All of these properties are taken advantage of for mcSPT using our HSM.
However, QDs do have practical limiting properties [40] such as fluorescence
intermittency, the potential for non-fluorescent QDs [50] and a difficultly in producing
monovalent probes [51]. For example, the presence of non-fluorescent QDs leads to the
possibility of underestimating the oligomer size of complexes in mcSPT experiments.
Consideration must also be taken when using biotin-protein:streptavidin-QD conjugation
schemes since unlabeled protein could also lead to underestimation of oligomer size.
Consequently, the oligomers identified in Figures 3.5 and 3.6 should be considered as
minimal dimers and trimers. Contribution from non-biotynilated protein can be



minimized by purification on streptavidin resin prior to conjugation with the QDs. The
dark fraction of QDs for each spectral species can be measured and used in a statistical
analysis of the properties under study as a function of oligomer size. mcSPT could also
be performed with other probes that may have overlapping spectra, such as non-blinking
QDs [52,53], 'Cornell dots' [54] or other systems that use combinations of organic
fluorophores and could have the benefit of reduced or non-existent fluorescence
intermittency.
In summary, we have developed a high-speed hyperspectral microscope and the
required analysis software to perform simultaneous SPT of up to 8 spectrally distinct
QDs at video rate. We have provided a description of the instrument, software, and
several proof-of-principle applications of the HSM. The applications presented in this
manuscript (mcSPT, mcSPT with GFP background, high density mcSPT, and 3D
scanning) highlight how the HSM can provide unique insight into dynamic cellular
events.

3.5 Materials and methods
3.5.1 Reagents
Purification [55] of mouse monoclonal anti-DNP IgE and preparation [17] of
functionally monovalent QD-IgE was previously reported. Streptavidin conjugated
quantum dots were purchased from Invitrogen either individually (525-Q10141MP, 565Q10131MP, 585-Q10111MP, 605-Q10101MP, 625-A10196, 655-Q10121MP, 705Q10161MP, 800- Q10171MP) or in the Qdot® Streptavidin Sampler Kit (Q10151MP).
Biotin-X, SSE used for monovalent biotinlylation of IgE for linkage to streptavidin QDs
was purchased from Invitrogen (B6352). Biotin was purchased from Invitrogen (B1595).
CellMask™ orange plasma membrane stain was purchased from Invitrogen (C10045).
Multivalent DNP-BSA was purchased from Invitrogen (A23018). DNP3 (manuscript in
preparation Mahajan A, Barua D, Cutler P, Lidke DS, et al.), which is a small trimer of
peptides that presents three DNP moieties for crosslinking DNP-specific IgE, was
synthesized by AnaSpec (Fremont, CA). Plasmid used for transfection of GFP-actin into



RBL-2H3 cells was purchased from Clontech (pAcGFP1-Actin 632453). Biotinylated
EGF at a 1:1 ratio was purchased from Invitrogen (E-3477). The EGFR inhibitor
PD153035 was purchased from Calbiochem (234491).

3.5.2 Imaging of QDs non-specifically adhered to glass
The quantum dots (Invitrogen Corporation Qdot® 525, 565, 585, 605, 625, 655, 705,
and 800) were each diluted to 50 pM in 1x phosphate buffered saline (PBS) and then
mixed together in equal volumes. 300 ul of this mixture was then added to each well in an
8-well chamber. 10 ul of 2 M NaCl (aqueous) was then added to each well and then
incubated at 4º C for up to 8 hours to allow the quantum dots to attach to the glass. The
solution was then replaced by 1x PBS. 250 frames of data (providing x, y, and !
information) were acquired at 27 frames/sec over an area of 28 µm2 (the intended scan
rate for our typical live cell imaging) with an excitation laser line intensity of ~1000
W/cm2.

3.5.3 Image acquisition for SPT experiments on live cells
Samples were maintained at 34-36 °C using an objective heater (Bioptechs, Butler, PA,
USA) for imaging. For an acquisition rate of 27 fps, a region of interest (ROI) of 3.7 !m
in x and 7.4 !m in y is acquired. This ROI consists of 32 steps (x dimension; ~0.116 !m
steps) of the line across the sample by the scanning mirror and 64 pixels (y dimension;
~0.116 !m pixel size) along the line.

3.5.4 Single particle tracking (preprocessing, localizations, and trajectory
building)
Immediately prior to the acquisition of each HSM image, 1000 frames of dark images
were acquired for background correction. The mean dark image was subtracted from each
frame of the HSM image. The spectrometer was aligned so that several columns of
spectral pixels are dark due to a long pass filter.. The mean value of a dark column of
pixels was subtracted from the SPT image to correct a baseline offset. The HSM image



was then multiplied by a calibrated gain factor [56] to convert arbitrary pixel counts to
photons.
The steps in SPT in an HSM image are similar to steps used in traditional SPT
algorithms: image segmentation, single particle localization, and trajectory building.
Uniform and maximum filtering procedures outlined in previous work by Huang et. al.
[28] for two dimensions are expanded to three dimensions (x,y,!) and used to identify
centers for sub-volumes in which to localize single molecules. The empirically
determined sub-volume size used for single molecule localization in this work was 25
spectral pixels by 7 spatial pixels by 7 spatial pixels. A 3D Gaussian PSF/spectral model
and Poisson noise model (Figure B.1.10 and Text B.3.4) were used to model the spatial
and spectral features of individual QDs. The variance in the parameters estimated by the
localization algorithm converges to the CRB (Figure B.1.10B). Multiple 3D Gaussians
were used to fit multiple spatially and spectrally overlapping QDs (Figure B.1.11 and
Text B.3.5). An artifact of using a line-scanning instrument is that blinking during the
scanning of a single QD causes errors in QD localization in the scan direction (Figure
B.1.13). Typically, each sub-volume was fit using 1-4 emitter models. Accurate fits were
then selected using an empirically derived filtering scheme (Text B.3.4). Trajectories are
built from filtered localizations using a cost matrix approach to form a linear assignment
problem [29] (Text B.3.6).

3.5.5 Quantification of trajectory mobility
Diffusion coefficients (D) for groups of trajectories (Figures 3.5 and 3.6) were
determined by fitting a line to the first 3 points of the ensemble mean squared
displacement. A maximum likelihood estimator based on independent jump analysis
(Chapter 2) is used to estimate the instantaneous D and diffusion mapping (Figure 3.7).
For the instantaneous D, individual jumps were grouped temporally using a sliding
window of 14 frames (~ 0.5 s) according the temporal midpoint of the observations. For
diffusion mapping, individual jumps were binned spatially according to camera pixel
sampling (~116 nm in each dimension) and temporally according to the midpoint of the
temporal jump using a sliding window of 280 frames (~10 s).



3.5.6 Cell culture
A431 human epithelial carcinoma cells were cultured and passaged in Dulbeccos’
modified eagle medium (DMEM, Sigma-Aldrich), with 10% fetal bovine serum (FBS,
Invitrogen), penicillin, and streptomycin [14]. RBL-2H3 cells were cultured and passaged
using MEM (Gibco® 11095-080) supplemented with penicillin-streptomycin, Lglutamine, and 10% FBS [21,30]. For all experiments using GFP-actin, RBL-2H3 cells
were transiently transfected by electroporation with an Amaxa Nucleofactor II using
program T-020. Transiently transfected cells were used within 24-48 h of transfection.
For all image acquisitions, cells were plated in Lab-Tek 8-well chambers (Thermo
Scientific, 177402) approximately 24-48 hours prior to the experiment at ~2!104 cells per
well.

3.5.7 Cell treatment for SPT of QD-EGF
Procedures for labeling A431 cells with QD-EGF were adapted from previous work
[14]. Cells were serum starved in the presence of 1 µM PD153035 for several hours prior
to imaging. PD153035 (1 µM) was included in imaging buffer throughout the remainder
of the experiment to prevent receptor endocytosis. Tyrodes solution with 0.1% BSA and
20 mM glucose was used as an imaging buffer. Media was exchanged with 200 "l of
imaging buffer prior to imaging. Immediately prior to data acquisition, 100 "l of 12 pM
(concentration for each individual color) of QD-EGF (final concentration of 4 pM)
equilibrated at 37 °C was added to the well to be imaged and data was acquired within 10
minutes.

3.5.8 Cell treatment for SPT of QD-IgE
Procedures for labeling RBL-2H3 cells with QD-IgE for SPT were adapted from
previous work [17]. For mcSPT experiments, cells were incubated in 200 "l of Hanks’
balanced salt solution (HBSS) with 1 nM of each color of QD-IgE simultaneously for 15
min at 37 °C. For the experiment, cells were incubated in 200 "l of HBSS with optimized
concentrations of each color of QD-IgE (2 nM of 605, 625, and 655; 4 nM of 565 and



585; 10 nM of 525, 705, and 800) for 15 min at 37 °C. Final volume of HBSS in each
well was 200 !l. All SPT experiments were performed within 1 hour of labeling. For the
mcSPT experiment (Figure 5), 100 !l of crosslinker (DNP3; final concentration of 1 nM)
equilibrated at 37 °C was added to the well ~7 minutes prior to the collection of the
acquisition. For the high density mcSPT experiment (Figure 7), 100 !l of crosslinker
(DNP-BSA; final concentration of 1 µg/ml) equilibrated at 37 °C was added ~20 seconds
into the image acquisition.

3.5.8 3D-scanning of live cells
RBL-2H3 cells were incubated in 200 !l of 5 nM QD-IgE (655) in HBSS for 30
minutes at 37 °C followed by 2 washes with HBSS. The cells were incubated with 200 !l
of 5 !g/ml CellMask orange for 3 min at 37 °C followed by 3 washes with HBSS.
Imaging was performed immediately after labeling. Crosslinker (DNP-BSA; final
concentration 10 µg/ml) was added ~60 seconds into the image acquisition. In order to
assure rapid mixing of crosslinker and to prevent focal drift, 100 !l of crosslinker stock at
3x final concentration in HBSS preheated to 37 °C was added (contains 200 !l HBSS).
Z-stacks covering an ROI of 14.8 !m in x, 14.8 !m in y, and 7.0 !m in z were acquired
at a rate of 7.72 seconds per z-stack. Each z-slice for this ROI consists of 128 steps (x
dimension; ~0.116 !m steps) of the line across the sample by the scanning mirror and
128 pixels (y dimension; ~0.116 !m pixel size) along the line to make each z-slice, and
each z-stack for this ROI contains 29 z-slices with a step size of 0.25 !m. In order to
conserve CPU memory for storage and post-processing, the data was binned into 32
spectral bins instead of 128. It is important to note that altering the number of spectral
bins does not significantly alter the acquisition time with the current camera
configuration. A total of 50 z-stacks were acquired giving a total acquisition time of ~6.5
min. Z-stacks were processed using 3D deconvolution. The experimentally measured PSF
was used with the built-in Matlab deconvolution algorithm deconvlucy. An isosurface
rendering was then used to represent the data.

3.6 Keywords



single particle tracking, hyperspectral microscopy, quantum dots, EGFR, Fc!RI, IgE,
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Appendix A
SUPPLEMENTARY INFORMATION
FOR CHAPTER 2

A.1

Posterior mode recursion relation

The integral product in equation 2.4 can be solved analytically via recursion relation
when the constituent probabilities are represented as normal distributions. We do
so by analytically integrating the x1 position first and then we integrate positions
x2 through xN in sequential order. Since the algebraic form of the integrals from
x2 to xN −1 are exactly the same, the solutions of each subsequent integral can be
expressed as a recursion of the prior integrand solution. The integral with respect
to x1 is

� ∞

−∞

dx1

2
2
1
2
2
· e−(o1 −x1 ) /2σ�1 · e−(x2 −x1 ) /2σD1
2πσ� σD1
2
2
2
1
· e−(o1 −x2 ) /2(σ�1 +σD1 ) .
=�
2
2π(σ�21 + σD
)
1



(A.1)

Integrating with respect to x1 results in an expression that is dependent on x2 .
Therefore, the terms relevant to the x2 integral look like
� ∞

2
2
2
1
1
2
2
·
dx2 �
· e−(o2 −x2 ) /2(σ�1 +σD1 ) · e−(o2 −x2 ) /2σ�2 ·
2
−∞
2π(σ�21 + σD1 ) 2πσ�2 σD2

e−(x3 −x2 )

2 /2σ 2
D2

.(A.2)

As each subsequent integral is introduced and evaluated, the complexity of the evaluated integrands increase. Thus it is necessary to introduce the following symbols
to simplify A.2:

δ1 =

o1

β1 =

�

H1 =

2
σ�21 + σD
1
1
√ .
2π

(A.3)

This puts the integral in A.2 in the form of
� ∞

−∞

dx2 H1 ·

2
2
1
2
2
2
2
· e−(δ1 −x2 ) /2β1 · e−(o2 −x2 ) /2σ�2 · e−(x3 −x2 ) /2σD2 ,
2πβ1 σ�2 σD2

(A.4)

where

α2 =

(β12 + σ�22 )

ρ2 =

o2 β12 + δ1 σ�22

γ2 =

2
σ�22 δ12 + β12 o22 + σD
(o2 − δ1 )2
2

λ2 =

2
2
β12 (σ�22 + σD
) + σ�22 σD
.
2
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(A.5)

The integral in A.4 can be evaluated as
−
1
H1 · √ √ · e
2π λ2

�

ρ

ρ

γ

�

(x3 − α2 )2 −( α2 )2 + α2 /
2

2

2

2λ2
α2

.

(A.6)

We can then identify the next set of variables as
δ2 =
β2 =
H2 =

ρ2
α
�2
λ2
α2
1
2
2
√
· e−(γ2 /α2 −δ2 )/2β2 .
2πα2

(A.7)

Thus the next integral would be in the following form
� ∞

−∞

dx3 H1 · H2 ·

2
2
1
2
2
2
2
· e−(δ2 −x3 ) /2β2 · e−(o3 −x3 ) /2σ�3 · e−(x4 −x3 ) /2σD3 .(A.8)
2πβ2 σ�3 σD3

From induction, we see that every integral in 2.4 up to the (N-1)th integral can be
expressed in the same form as
� ∞

−∞

dxi

� i−1
�

k=1

�

Hk ·

1
2
2
2
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· e−(δi−1 −xi ) /2βi−1 · e−(oi −xi ) /2σ�i ·
2πβi−1 σ�i σDi
e

2
−(xi+1 −xi )2 /2σD

i

.

(A.9)

Once again, we apply the following substitutions for the ith integral, where in this
case i ∈ 2 : N − 1
αi =

2
(βi−1
+ σ�2i )

ρi =

2
oi βi−1
+ δi−1 σ�2i

γi =

2
2
2
σ�2i δi−1
+ βi−1
o2i + σD
(oi − δi−1 )2
i

λi =

2
2
2
βi−1
(σ�2i + σD
) + σ�2i σD
.
i
i
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With the solution
� i−1
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Hk
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where the variables, given their initial (i = 1) values, can be recursively expressed as
ρi
α
�i
λi
αi

δi =
βi =

−
1
√
·e
2παi

Hi =

�

γi
−δi2
αi

�2

/2βi2
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(A.12)

With the updated variables, the expression in A.11 can be expressed in the form
� i
�

k=1

�

Hk ·

1
2
2
· e−(xi+1 −δ2 ) /2βi .
2
βi

(A.13)

Taking these recursion relations into consideration, the final N th integral in 2.4 can
be expressed as
� ∞

−∞

dxN

�N −1
�
k=1
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Hk · √

1
2πβN −1 σ�N

· e−(δN −1 −xN )

2 /2β 2
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2 /2σ 2
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. (A.14)

In order to simplify the likelihood expression, the last integral is evaluated and H1
is expressed explicitly so that the likelihood is in the following form
P (y|θD ) =

�N −1
�
k=2

�

Hk · �

1
2
2π(σ�2N + βN
−1 )

· e−(oN −δN −1 )

2 /2(σ 2 +β 2
�N
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(A.15)

The log of which is expressed as
log (P (y|θD )) =

�N −1
�

�

1
2
log(Hk ) − log(2π(σ�2N + βN
−1 )) −
2
k=2
�

�

2
(oN − δN −1 )2 /2(σ�2N + βN
−1 ) ,



(A.16)

where
�

�

1
γi
− δi2 /2βi2
log(Hi ) = − log(2παi ) −
2
αi

∀i ∈ 2 : N − 1.

(A.17)

A.2 Independent Jump Analysis
The method derived in this section is identified as DIJA throughout this manuscript.
Under the assumption of Brownian motion, the probability distribution function for
→
−
1-dimensional displacements ( d ) given an underlying D is
P

�→
−

�

d |θD =

Nd
�

i=1

�

1
2πσi2

e

−d2
i
2σ 2
i

(A.18)

where Nd is the number of observed displacements, di is the observed displacement
(oi − oi+1 ) between observation i (oi ) and observation 2 (oi+1 ), and σi2 is the variance
in the observed displacements. Here,
σi2 = 2D∆ti − 4Dt� R + σo2i + σo2i+1 .

(A.19)

The log likelihood is
Nd
� �
ln(σi2 ) −d2i
1
→
− �� �
ln L θD | d
+
=
− ln(2π) + −
.
2
2
2σi2
i=1

(A.20)

The Newton-Raphson iterative update method is used to find the maximum log
likelihood. According to information theory, the minimum variance for an estimated
parameter is related to the maximum likelihood estimate by the fisher information
matrix. The fisher information matrix for the problem at hand is
Nd
�

1
I(θD ) =
4
i=1 2σi

�

∂σi2
∂θD

�2

,

(A.21)



and the variance in the estimation of θD is bounded by
CRB = I(θD )−1 .

(A.22)

The probability distribution in Eq. A.18 is easily extended to n-dimensions

P (d|θD ) =

Nd
n �
�

j=1 i=1

�

1
2
2πσi,j

e

−d2
i,j
2σ 2
i,j

,

(A.23)

and it is trivial to expand the entire derivation to the n-dimensional case. Jumps from
multiple trajectories are easily pooled together to estimate an ensemble estimate of
D using DIJA .
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Figure B.1.1 Instrument control schematic.
The fire out signal from the camera is used as the clock to advance the scanning mirror, stepping
through a list of digital words provided to the scanning mirror control board. The acousto-optic
modulator (AOM) controller accepts analog DC voltage input and controls the RF power output
to the AOM’s piezoelectric transducer. The flip-mount controller toggles the mirror position with
a single 5V pulse. The XYZ Piezo-stage controller applies a z-position change based on analog
DC voltage input and returns position information to an analog voltage input on the data
acquisition board. The secondary camera (used for widefield viewing to center a sample or select
ROI) uses a single USB connection.
!
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Figure B.1.2 Signal timing.
(A) As the camera finishes an exposure the falling edge trigger is used as a clock to advance the
mirror scan angle by one step. A frame transfer mode EMCCD camera is used, so readout occurs
during exposure. The mirror step response time actually exceeds the frame transfer interval, but is
much less than a single exposure, such that mirror motion is negligible during acquisition. (B)
Scans are completed after a set number of steps, where the mirror angle is returned to the starting
position. (C) In fast 3D scans, as a single scan is completed the z stage is translated by one step.
(D) As the z steps are completed through the depth of the region of interest, the z stage is returned
to the starting position to begin another pass.
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Figure B.1.3 Spectrometer design.
A more detailed discussion of the principles of the spectrometer design is in Text S2. (A)
Relative positions of each spherical surface of the prism spectrometer. S1 (red solid circle) and S2
(blue solid circle) are refractive surfaces of the spherical prism, S3 (cyan solid circle) is the
reflective surface of the concave mirror. The dotted circles are conjugate aplanatic surfaces of S1
and S2. (B) Relationship of conjugate aplanatic surfaces (dotted circles) of the refractive spherical
surfaces (solid circles). (C) 3D drawing of the spectrometer. (D) Spectrometer design in OSLO
(Optics Software for Layout and Optimization).
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Figure B.1.4 Spectral distortion and dispersion.
The distortion and dispersion curves are generated from OSLO. (A) Distortion shows offset of the
true image position from the ideal image position at various off axis points. In the HSM setup, the
maximum distance from the axis is 1.5 mm, so the designed maximum distortion is 0.4 µm,
which is less than 2% of CCD pixel size (24 µm). (B) Lateral shift shows the dispersion,
designed to span a total of 3 mm from 500 nm to 800 nm. It shows dispersions in four relative
heights (distance from the optical axis), the four curves are right on top of each other, so the
spectral lines are straight, which also indicates a minimal distortion.
!
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Figure B.1.5 Spectral calibration.
(A) Image of the calibration lamp on the camera (the vertical axis is the spectral dimension). The
calibration lamp is a LightForm multi-ion discharge lamp (MIDL), the slit width is 20 µm, and
the camera is an Andor iXon 860 EMCCD with an array size of 128!128, pixel size 24 µm. (B)
Spectral curve, generated by the sum projection of (A) along the x dimension; the peak
wavelengths are identified from the specification sheet of the calibration lamp. The blue, green,
and red lines correspond to the regions in (A) with the same color. All three colored lines almost
overlap with each other, which demonstrates a very small distortion in the spectral lines. (C)
Dispersion curve, generated from the spectral curve (C), by polynomial fit of specific
wavelengths.
!
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Figure B.1.6 4D PSF theoretical.
The 4D PSF is calculated from the theory as described in Text S3. The spectra and wide field
point spread function is based on 100 nm yellow bead. The simulation includes aberrations
generated from phase retrieving process. A linear stretch (A) and log stretch (B) of intensity for
projections on the x-y, x-z, and y-z planes are shown along with the x, y, and z vs. wavelength
projections (C, D, and E).
!
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Figure B.1.7 4D PSF experimental.
The sample is a 100 nm TetraSpeck bead imaged at 100 nm steps in z. A linear stretch (A) and
log stretch (B) of intensity for projections on the x-y, x-z, and y-z planes are shown along with the
x, y, and z vs. wavelength projections (C, D, and E). The figures show three emission peaks of
TetraSpeck bead, 505/515 nm (green), 560/580 nm (orange) and 660/680 nm (dark red). Data
were acquired at room temperature, using a 60x water objective, NA=1.2.
!
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Figure B.1.8 Color dependence of localizations.
Scatter plot of 300 localizations of a single 100 nm TetraSpeck bead on glass using three different
wavelength ranges. The purpose here is to quantify any chromatic dependence on particle
localization. Emitters were 100 nm Tetraspeck beads diluted 2000:1 in 1x PBS and allowed to
stick to a glass cover slip. The sample was then scanned 300 times and localizations were
obtained for each scan using emitted light from each of three different wavelength ranges. The
mean of the localized x-positions varied by ~10 nm and the mean of the localized y-positions
varied by ~ 8 nm. (A) Scatter plot of localizations with the mean identified by ‘+’ and listed at the
top of the figure. (B) Error bars indicating one standard deviation.
!
!
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Figure B.1.9 Hyperspectral viewing GUI.
Hyperspectral viewing GUI provides real-time feedback for instrument control (focusing, ROI
determination, etc.) and experimental observations (sample quality, QD labeling density, etc.).
The GUI can also be used for preliminary investigations of data in post processing. For example,
the blue, green, and red boxes in the RGB image (top left of GUI) highlight single 565, 625, and
800 nm QDs respectively. Spectra for pixels within those boxes are shown in the axes below the
RGB image. The GUI provides flexibility in the coloration scheme for the RGB image. For the
default RGB representation, each spectral channel is assigned an RGB color progressing from
blue to green to red. RGB values for each spatial pixel are determined by relative contributions
from of RGB values from each spectral channel.
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Figure B.1.10 3D Gaussian model.
(A) 3D pixelated Gaussian model for a single QD with Poisson noise. (B) The standard deviation
in parameter estimates from 500 fits of simulated data with Poisson noise (open circles) agree
well with the theoretical standard deviation (square root of the Cramér Rao Bound; x). No
blinking was included in this simulation. (C) and (D) show results for fitting. Simulations of 2
QDs with a fixed spatial separation (0.5 pixels or ~60 nm) and variable spectral separation (0 to
50 nm) are fit with a 2 QD model. (C) The relative accuracies (absolute error (!) normalized by
the pixel size) for positional parameters for QD 1 (solid lines; !x1, !y1, !"1) and QD 2 (dashed
lines; !x2, !y2, !"2). (D) The percent of divergent fits (yielded unreasonable parameter estimates).
!
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Figure B.1.11 Multi-QD fitting routine.
QD fitting is performed sequentially for 1 to N QDs. Figure adapted from Huang et al. More
details about the fitting steps are included in Text S5.
!
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Figure B.1.12 QD characterization (525-800).
The rows contain figures related to the indicated QD species. Column 1 shows spectral features of
individual QDs (colored lines; 5 randomly selected spectra) and the ensemble of all individual
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QDs (black line; total number of spectra used to compute each ensemble is included in Table S2).
Column 2 contains histograms of fit spectral emission peaks (!") identified by 3D Gaussian fitting
(x,y,") for individual QDs. Red ticks indicate the expected emission peak for each QD specie.
Note that the expected emission peak for QD800 is significantly different from the histogram.
This is attributed to the spectral range of the camera (i.e. only the tail of the spectrum is observed
on the camera). Column 3 contains histograms of the fit standard deviation in the spectral
dimension (!#") identified by 3D Gaussian fitting for individual QDs. Column 4 contains
histograms of fit photons per frame (!#") for individual QDs. Table S1 includes further
description of the model parameters. Statistics are included in Table S2.
!
!
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Figure B.1.13 QD localization and blinking.
(A) Localizations for a single QD605 overlaid on the sum projection of raw data. Coloration of
localizations corresponds to the localized emission peak (color bar). The estimated intensity (left
axis; blue) and spectral emission peak (right axis; green) are shown over time (~3.8 fps) in (B).
Note the blue shifting of the QD is observed in (A) and (B). Localizations were binned by
intensity in (C) and the standard deviation of the localization parameters were compared to the
square root of the CRB in (D), (E), and (F). The standard deviation in the line dimension (E)
corresponds well to the theoretical lower bound. The standard deviation in the scanning
dimension (D) and the spectral dimension (F) do not correspond well with theory. This is
attributed to QD blinking during the line scan and QD blue shifting respectively.
!
!
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Figure B.1.14 Spectral information improves trajectory connections.
Hyperspectral image data (100 frames) with diffusing QDs were simulated (QD simulation
parameters attained from the characterization of QDs in Figure S12 and Table S2) and localized
(Text S4, Figure S10, Text S5, and Figure S11). Trajectories were subsequently built either
utilizing (solid colored lines) or ignoring spectral information (solid black lines). Localizations
are shown in ellipsoids (size of the ellipsoid corresponds to 3x the estimated localization
accuracy), and solid colored lines correspond to the connected trajectories. Dashed colored lines
represent the ‘true’ simulated trajectories. The black line with circles identifies trajectories built
from connecting localizations without spectral information. Black diamonds represent positions
were tracks jump from one true underlying track to another.
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Figure S15. 3D scanning of live cells.
Change in cell morphology upon activation of IgE-Fc!RI by crosslinking with multivalent
antigen (DNP-BSA). (A), (B), and (C) show 3D isosurface representations of deconvolved z
stacks for a single cell acquired at 1 hyperspectral image stack every 7.72 seconds at several time
points before and after activation as indicated. Cells are labeled with Cell Mask orange (blue),
Actin-GFP (green), and QD-IgE-Fc!RI (red). See Video S6.
!
!
!
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Video B.2.1 SPT on glass.
SPT of 8-colors of QDs non-specifically adsorbed on glass. (top) RGB representation of the raw
data with overlaid trajectories (coloration of trajectories are according to color bar in Figure 3).
The white box is approximately representative of the spatial region for the highlighted subvolumes in Figure 3B-E. (bottom) Spectrum for the ROI in the white box. This movie
accompanies Figure 3B-E.
!
Video B.2.2 Transient interactions.
Transient (boxes 2 and 3) and stable (box 1) interactions are observed for SPT of 8-colors of QDEGF on a live A431 cell. This movie is a temporal animation of Figure 4.
Video B.2.3 Oligomer dynamics.
Oligomers are observed after crosslinking QD-IgE-Fc!RI with DNP3 on a live RBL-2H3 cell.
This movie highlights a dimer (top; circle and down triangle) and a trimer (bottom; diamond,
square and up triangle). Representative spectra for the highlighted ROIs are shown to the right.
This movie accompanies Figure 5.
Video B.2.4 Observation of GFP-actin and QD-IgE-Fc!RI.
Simultaneous observation of GFP-actin (gray scale) and SPT of 4-colors of QD-IgE-Fc!RI on a
live RBL-2H3 cell. This movie accompanies Figure 6.
Video B.2.5 Membrane diffusion mapping.
High density mcSPT of QD-IgE-Fc!RI on a live RBL-2H3 cell. (upper left) RGB representation
of localized particles and trajectories (color bar below indicates emission peak for localizations
and trajectories). Trajectory positions observed in the previous 10 frames (~0.36 s) are shown.
(upper right) Diffusion map relative to QD-IgE-Fc!RI (color bar below indicates estimated
diffusion coefficients). (bottom) Instantaneous diffusion coefficient corresponding to Figure 7a
with a moving window indicating the temporal window used to determine the diffusion map.
Upon the addition of DNP-BSA, the window changes from red to green (text indicator in the
upper right of the movie also changes color) marking the addition of DNP-BSA. This movie
accompanies Figure 7.
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Video B.2.6 3D scanning of live cells.
Isosurface representation for 3D scanning of a live RBL-2H3 cell. DNP-BSA was added ~60 s
into the acquisition as indicated by the text at the top of the movie. Cells are labeled with Cell
Mask orange (blue), Actin-GFP (green), and QD-IgE-Fc!RI (red). This movie accompanies
Figure S15.
!
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Text B.3.1 Details about general instrument
design.
Unless otherwise specified, the spatial dimensions will be defined such that the z-axis is
along beam line, the y-axis will be perpendicular to the optics table surface, and the xaxis will be parallel to the optics table surface. Beam steering mirrors, optics mounts, and
micro-positioners are omitted to simplify the diagram. The numbers in brackets {} are
references to parts listed below.

Excitation Path:
Starting with the 488 nm laser (Figure 2 upper left, {1}) the beam is 40 mW which turns
out to be much more than needed for most experiments with this system, so neutral
density filters ({2}, {3}) are used for coarse adjustment of the initial laser power. The
beam is steered (using mirrors {4}, {5}) through an acousto-optic modulator (AOM, {6})
and the first order diffracted beam is coupled into the fiber {7}, {8}. The amount of laser
light in the coupled beam depends on the radio frequency (RF) power in the AOM, which
can be smoothly and quickly controlled, providing a good mechanism for modulation and
tuning the power of the laser light as desired. The AOM power is controlled by providing
a voltage to the signal processor unit. This voltage signal is provided by an analog output
from a data acquisition and control PC card {9} that is controlled via software. The fiber
is single-mode, polarization preserving and is used as a means to control intensity as well
as for acting as a good spatial filter since light emitted from the fiber is collimated (via
objective {10}) into a good approximation of a Gaussian beam TEM 00 mode with an
1/e2 diameter of ~0.8 mm. The polarization is maintained such that the light which is
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focused to create the laser line has the E field oriented along the length of the line at the
focal plane so that the line has the minimum possible width.!
The free space Gaussian beam is steered into a laser line generator lens {11} that has a 15
degree fan angle in the y-dimension and distributes the light evenly over the angle. This
light is then collimated with a cylindrical lens (CYL1, {12}). Lens CYL2 {13} is a
concave cylindrical lens oriented along the x-axis, which serves to expand the beam along
the x-axis such that the beam will ultimately fill the back aperture of the objective lens,
which reduces the excitation focal volume along the z-axis. Lenses L1 {14} and L2 {17}
are used as a telescope to reduce the size of the line before entering the microscope base
{18}, such that the line will be ~15 um in length on the sample (which is also the
approximate length of one column of 128 CCD pixels back-projected on the sample). L1
focuses the light onto the scanning mirror {16} after being reflected off of the dichroic
mirror {15}, which is fixed at a 45-degree angle to the beam.

Emission Path:
The light emitted from a fluorophore excited by the laser line will be distributed over all
angles and the light which is accepted by the aperture of the objective lens {Error!
Reference source not found.} will then be collimated and will propagate to the tube
lens. The tube lens will focus the light to an image plane which is also the focal plane of
lens L2, so it will then be collimated and de-scanned by the mirror, which causes the
emission light to match the axis of excitation light for all scan angles, allowing fixed
positions of the remaining optical elements.
The emitted light then passes through the dichroic mirror and a 488 nm long pass filter
{22}, which has the purpose of further reducing any amount of excitation light that may
have passed through the dichroic filter. Lens L3 {23} then focuses this light onto the
entrance slit {24} of the spectrometer, which also serves as a line-scanning confocal slit
that blocks much of the light from sources that are out of focus.
The custom-made prism spectrometer {27} is described fully in Text S2, and focuses the
light onto the CCD pixel array (Figure 2 and Figure S3). This provides a 128!128 array
of data from the CCD {28} that consists of y-position (along the laser line and slit) and
wavelength along the other dimension. As the line is scanned across the sample another
128!128 (y, !) array is taken for each line position (one angle step in the x-dimension).
The full field of view (x, y) is then reconstructed into a data set of (x, y, and !) for one
scan or “hyperspectral image”.
Other (some not shown in diagram): 3D scanning is enabled by the x, y, z piezo stage
{19}. Widefield excitation (used for finding regions of interest within a sample) is
performed using a white light source {20} and filter cube set {21}. The
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electromechanical flip-mount mirror {25}, changes the emission path into the widefield
CCD {26} and is controlled through the DAQ GUI.
!

Parts Reference List
1. Laser: Newport Spectra Physics 488 Cyan, Model PC14011
2. ND Filters: Newport FRQ-ND03, FRQ-ND07, FRQ-ND10, FRQ-ND15, and
FRQ-ND20
3. ND Filter Wheels: Newport FWM1X12
4. Mirrors: Newport 10D20ER.1
5. Mirror Mounts: Newport U100-A with precision actuators AJS100-0.5
6. AOM: IntraAction Corp. Model AOM-402AF1 with signal processor from
IntraAction Corp. model ME-402
7. Fiber: Newport F-PM480-C-2FC
8. Fiber Coupler: Newport F-91-C1 with objective lens M-40X
9. DAQ Card: National Instruments PCIe-6343 X Series Data Acquisition Card (P/N
781047-01) with BNC-2110 shielded connector block (P/N 777643-01) and
SHC68-68-EPM 5m cable (P/N 192061-05).
10. Fiber to Collimated Free Space Beam: Newport L-40X (f = 4.6 mm, NA = 0.66),
Thorlabs HPT1 X,Y Translator (holds FC connector), Thorlabs SM1Z Z-Axis
Translator (holds the objective)
11. Laser line generator lens: Edmund Optics 46632 (15-degree fan angle)
12. CYL1: Edmund Optics 48353 (f = 25 mm, d = 12.5 mm, MgF2 Coated)
13. CYL2: Thorlabs LK1743R-A (f = -100 mm, d = 25.4 mm, BK7)
14. Lens L1: Newport KPX114AR.14 (f = 350 mm, d = 25.4 mm)
15. Dichroic: Semrock LPD01-488RU-25x36x2.0
16. Scanning Mirror: Cambridge Technology 6210H
17. Lens L2: Newport PAC040AR.14 (f = 50.5 mm, d =25.4 mm)
18. Microscope Base: Olympus IX71
19. X,Y,Z Piezo Stage: Mad City Labs Nano-LPS200
20. Widefield Lamp: X-cite 120Q
21. Widefield Filter Cube Set: Chroma Z473-10x (excitation), Semrock LPD01488RS-25x36x2.0 (dichroic), Semrock LP02-488RU-25 (emission).
22. Long Pass Filter: Semrock LP02-488RU-25
23. Lens L3: Newport PAC061AR.14 (f = 175 mm, d = 25.4 mm)
24. Spectrometer Entrance Slit: Thorlabs S100R (100 +/- 4 µm wide, 3mm tall)
25. Flip-Mount Mirror: Thorlabs MFF001
26. EMCCD1: Andor Luca R
27. Prism Spectrometer: Custom Design, Rainbow Optics
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28. EMCCD2: Andor iXon 860
!

Text B.3.2 Principles of spectrometer design.
Aplanatic image formation of spectrometer
In Figure S3A, S1 and S2 are the front and rear spherical surfaces of the spherical prism.
S3 is the surface of the concave mirror. I1 is the object point at the entrance slit. I6 is the
image point at the spectral plane. I2-I5 are intermediate image points. I1-I6 are on the
concentric spherical surfaces of S1 and S2. Since the concentric surfaces are an aplanatic
pair of image and object conjugates, the spectrometer is aplanatic. Those concentric
surfaces satisfy the relationship !!! !! ! !!! !! ! !! !! ! in Figure S3B.
The detailed image formation of the spectrometer is:
(1) The front surface of prism S1 forms a virtual image of object I1 at the position of its
aplanatic conjugates I2. C1 is the center of surface S1.
(2) Notice that I2 also lies on the aplanatic conjugate surface of the rear prisms spherical
surface S2, which forms the virtual image of I2 at position I3. C2 is the center of surface S2.
(3) Mirror S3 forms a virtual image of I3 at position I4 by reflection. Since I3 and I4 are
near the center of S3, the magnification is 1:1.
(4) Notice that I4 is still at the aplanatic conjugate surface of S2, which relays I4 to I5.
(5) Although I5 doesn’t lie on the inner aplanatic conjugate of S1, it is near the
intersection and S1 can still form the real image I6 at the outer aplanatic conjugate of S1.
Therefore, this last refraction is still near aplanatic.

Calculation of spectrometer design
First, given an approximate size of the spectrometer 300 mm, we choose !! =100 mm,
and !! =120 mm (Figure S3D), the glass type of prism is F2, which has a refractive index
nc=1.615 (the refractive index at 656.3 nm). All the calculations follow the aplanatic rule.
!! !! ! !!! ! !!!"#!!"" ! !"!!!!!!
!! !! !

!

!!
!""
!
! !"!!!
!
!!!"#



!! !! !

!!
!"#
!
! !"!!!!! !
!
!!!"#

*It’s 74.56 mm in the final design, so there is a little offset from the perfect image
!! !! ! !!! ! !!!"#!!"# ! !!"#!!!!!
!! is decided by making I3 near C3. Since I4 should also be on the outer dotted blue
circle, C3 should be near the midpoint of I3 and I4. !! ! !! !! ! !! ! !, where ! is an
arbitrary distance. For a starting value, we choose ! ! !"!!! which gives !! !
!!"!!!!! (!! ! !!"!!! in the final design).
These numbers are chosen to be the starting point of the prism spectrometer design in
OSLO. The radius and angle of the surfaces S2, S3, and the distance between the three
surfaces are adjusted to minimize aberrations (mainly astigmatism, coma, and distortion).
The table below shows the dimensions of the optimized spectrometer design in OSLO.
!
!"#$%&"'%&(')($*+,(&-.)*+$("%(/01/(2$&"3%(
Surface

Radius

Thickness

Glass

Notes

object
1

0.00
-100.00

261.50
25.40

Air
F2

Tilt 0.00 deg

2

-120.00

36.69

Air

Position then tilt (Y-tilt, clockwise) 12.200 deg

3

-336.00

-36.69

Reflect

Position then tilt (Y-tilt, clockwise) 5.458
deg

4

-120.00

-25.4

F2

Same as S2

5

-100.00

-259.94

Air

Same as S1

image

0.00

0.00

Air

Position then tilt (Y-tilt, clockwise) 20.879 deg, global coordinate: Y is 17.14, Z is -259.94, origin is at S1

!
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Text B.3.3 Theoretical point spread function of
HSM
!
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In the HSM, the excitation path is the same as a line scanning confocal microscope. On
the sample plane, assuming that a single fluorophore is at point (0,0,z), the excitation
laser line is along the y-axis at position !. The excitation field at the fluorophore is
!!" ! ! !! ! .
We use ! for magnitude point spread function, and !"# for intensity point spread
function. !!" is a line spread function, assuming the intensity along y-axis is uniform. In
the emission path, after light passes through the slit, the emission field at slit will be
dispersed along x-axis by spectrometer at the image plane. The field at image plane is
generated by shifting the slit field along x-axis (spectral dimension) and multiplying each
shifted field by the spectral function at the corresponding wavelength. We define the
spectral function as !"!!! !, which depends on the spectrum of the sample. The field at
position !!! !! !! on image plane is
!

!!" ! ! !! !! ! ! ! !"!!! ! !!!" .

!!" !!! !! !! is the wide field emission point spread function, and !!!! is the slit shape
function along x axis, which is a rectangular function with the width equal to the slit
width ! . The above expression is the convolution of !!" !!! !! !! with !!!!!"!!! !.
Combining the excitation and emission fields gives the magnitude point spread function
of the HSM
!!"# !!! !! !! !! ! ! !!" !!! !

!

!!" ! ! !! !! ! ! ! !"!!! ! !!!" .

!!" !!! ! is the wide field excitation line spread function. !!"# !is a 4D point spread
function, with spatial dimension !! !! ! , and spectral dimension !! . The intensity point
spread function is
!"!!"# ! !!"# ! .

Text B.3.4 3D Gaussian fitting.
The 3D Gaussian model used to estimate the microscope PSF and spectral
features of individual QDs is
!"# !! !! ! !

!

!

!

!

!!!! ! !!! !!! !!



!

!

!
!
!!!!
!!!! ! !!!!
!
!
!
!
!
!!!
!!!!
!!!!
!

.

Definitions of all variables are included in Table S1. Due to the optical setup of the
HSM, the intensity for a single QD is distributed over several spatial and spectral pixels.
The contribution of a single QD to the detected counts in pixel k of an HSM image is
modeled by
!! !! !! ! ! !!

!!

!"# !! !! ! !"!#!$,

where !! is the area for a single pixel. Integration of the equation above gives
!! !! !! ! ! !! !!! !! !! ! !!! !! !! ! !!! !! !! ! ,
where the contribution of the Gaussian in the spectral dimension is
!!! !! !! ! !

!
!

erf

!
!!!! ! !"#$! !
!!!

! erf

!

!
!!!! ! !"#$! !
!!!

.

!

The terms!!!! !! !! ! and !!! !! !! ! are equivalently defined relative to x and y
respectively. The 3D Gaussian model for a single QD is depicted in Figure S10A. The
model is easily expanded to N spatially and spectrally overlapping QDs with background
!!!"" !! !! ! ! !
! !!! !! !! ! ! !!" .
Model parameters for individual QDs are fit to experimental data by maximizing the
likelihood function:
! !!! !

!

!!

!""

!!
!!!!!
!!!!! !! ! !!""

!! !

.

Parameter optimization is performed using the Newton-Raphson method which is an
extension of previous work [1]. The variance in parameter estimates approaches the
theoretical limit set by the Cramér Rao Bound for simulated data (Figure S10B). The
accuracy for localizing two highly overlapping emitters simultaneously is demonstrated
in Figure S10C and S10D. Relatively accurate localizations (spatial and spectral) for
both QDs is achieved with a high degree of spatial overlap and spectral separation
distances down to 20 nm.
Similar to previous work, the 3D Gaussian fitting algorithm is implemented in Compute
Unified Device Architecture (CUDA) for Graphics Processing Units (GPUs). The
algorithmic implementation for fitting single and multi-QD models for an individual sub
image is an adaptation of previous work (Figure S11).
QD blinking while the excitation line is scanning over a single QD causes errors in
localization in the scan dimension of the line (Figure S13). The assumption that the
mobility of individual receptors is dimension independent means that this artifact has a
minimal impact on physical interpretation of the data. This artifact causes difficulties for
the 3D Gaussian model in x (scan dimension) and complicates several facets of SPT in
HSM images:
(1) The log likelihood ratio test cannot be used to select the appropriate model;
(2) The CRB does not accurately approximate the variance in parameter estimates in
x (scan dimension).
!



Thusly, an empirically determined algorithm is used to identify ‘appropriate’ fits (see
below).

Steps for Filtering QD Localizations
1. Eliminate fits with unreasonable fit parameters
2. Eliminate multi-emitter fits in which localizations are too close to one another.
o An error scaling term (!) defined by the user is used to identify closeness
of position parameter values. The error scaling term is defined
independently for spatial and spectral dimensions.
o Fits in which position parameters for QDi (!!! , !!! or,!!!! ) and for QDj
(!!! , !!! or,!!!! ) are closer together than their combined errors multiplied
by the error scaling term!!! !!! ! ! !!!
!

!! !!! ! ! !!!
!

!
!

!
!

, !! !!! ! ! !!! ! , and
!

!

respectively

3. Compare all models (1 to m-emitters) for a single sub-volume in which all ! and
!! values pass filtering steps 1-2. Use log likelihood ratio to compare models with
user-defined p-value for the chi squared distribution with the degrees of freedom
equal to the difference in the number model parameters [2].
4. Identify repetitive localizations and select localization with lowest relative error
o Repetitive localizations are identified by the same procedure as that used
in step 2.
o Relative error is defined as !
!

!! !!!

!

!!"#$!

!

!

!! !!!! !
!!"#$!

!

!! !!!! !
!!"#$!

!"#"$"%&"'(
"#!!
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Text B.3.5 Additional details about multi-QD
fitting routine.
!
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1. Single and multi-emitter fitting performed on each sub-volume. Typically, 1-4
emitter fitting
2. Initial estimate(s)
a. !! summation of all pixels divided by number of models (double check
code)
b. Position (!! ,!! ,!! )
i. 1-emitter model: center of mass used for position estimates
ii. m-emitter model
1. Result from select alternating iteration for model m-1 used
for deflation
2. Maximum pixel after deflation used as initial estimate for
model m
c. Spread (!!! , !!! ,!!! )
i. Standard values identified from localizations of 8 color of QDs on
glass
ii. Typical values are 10 nm (!!! ), 1.14 pixels (!!! ), and 0.80 pixels
(!!! )

d. Zero used for !!"
3. Parameter optimization
a. Newton-Raphson iterative update method used to optimize model
parameters
b. Upper limits for single steps used to aid in convergence.
c. Alternating iteration scheme
i. Large parameter space for simultaneous fitting of multiple
parameters leads to divergence from expected results; therefore, a
scheme for limiting the number of parameters estimated
simultaneously has been devised.
ii. Alternate between fixing and fitting specified model parameters.
Typical, scheme depicted below:
1. 50 iterations: optimize !! ,!! ,!!
2. 50 iterations: optimize !! ,!! ,!! ,!!
3. 100 iterations: optimize !! ,!! , !!! , !! ,!!
4. 50 iterations: optimize !! , !!! , !! ,!!!! ,!! ,!!!!

!

Text B.3.6 Building trajectories from localizations.
Cost matrices are used to build trajectories in two steps: frame-to-frame and gap
closing. Physical models are used to derive the costs for linking localizations, starting a
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new trajectory (birth), and ending a trajectory (death). The cost for connecting
observations 1 and 2 is
!!!! ! !!"#! ! !! ! !! ! !! !! ! !! ! !! ! !! !! .
Under the assumption of Brownian motion, the probability of making observation 2
(!! ! !! ! !! ) given observation 1 (!! ! !! ! !! ) is
! !! ! !! ! !! !! ! !! ! !! ! !

!
!
! !!! !!!! ! !!! !!!!
!
!
!!!!!!!! !!!!

,

where
!!! ! !!!! ! ! !!!! !

is the spatial localization error for observation 1 and !!! is similarly defined for
observation 2. Similarly, due to the spectral emission peak, the probability of making
observation 2 (!! ! given observation 1 (!! ! is
!!! !!!!

! !! !! ! !"#!
!

,

!!! !!!! !!!!
jump
!!
!!

where !!!jump accounts for the variance in the observed spectral emission peak due to
spectral jumping or bluing of individual QDs. The cost for a previously unobserved QD
blinking on (birth) or a currently tracked QD blinking off (death) is determined by
particle density and estimated blinking rates. Building a cost matrix from physical models
is discussed in more detail in a manuscript in preparation by Relich P, Cutler PJ, Huang
F, Lidke KA.
The cost matrix built from costs of linking, birth, and death is treated as a linear
assignment problem to link localizations into trajectories. The spectral information of
localized QDs greatly improves the accuracy of trajectories and permits SPT at higher
labeling densities (Figure S14).
!

Text B.3.7 Diffusion coefficient uncertainty.
Assuming Brownian motion, the mean squared displacement for a 2D trajectory is
defined as
! ! ! !!!!,

!



where ! is the diffusion coefficient, and !! is the time lag between observations. The
probability distribution of displacements given some underlying diffusion is
! !! !

!

!!!
!!!!

!

!!!!

.

Given ! observed displacements (!! and an estimator of ! that maximizes the likelihood
function
! !! ! !

!!!
!

!!

!!!!
!
!!! !!!! !

,

information theory uses the Fisher Information Matrix
! ! !"#! ! !! !
! !! ! !!
! ! !!
to define the minimum variance (CRB) with which !! can be estimated
!!!! ! ! !!

!!

!

!!
!

.

The average number of observed particles in a region of interest ! at a particle density !
over ! frames is
x ! !"#.
x is directly related to the number of observed displacements (!); therefore,
!!! !

!
!"#

.

The difference between x and ! is dependent on the number of trajectories.!
!

Text B.3.8 Theoretical performance of line and
point scanning systems.
The number of photons that can be captured in a given frame limits the localization
accuracy for each emitter in each frame for a given optical system. Fluorescent dyes and
quantum dots have a finite excited state mean lifetime, !, which ultimately bounds the
emission rate to 1/! in the limit of very large excitation intensities. This maximum
emission rate is commonly referred to as the saturation rate (i.e. a sample of emitters is
exposed to excitation light of such high intensity that essentially none are ever in the
ground state as they are immediately excited).

!



For emission wavelength !em, numerical aperture NA, overall optical efficiency of the
emission path ", emission rate A, and exposure time t, the theoretical best possible
localization accuracy [1] is given by:
! !!

!!"
!!!!"! !"#

In the limit of excited state saturation, A = 1/# photons/sec,
! !!

!!"
!"
!!!!"! !

If we desire some approximate localization accuracy $, and wish to find the minimum
exposure time required to achieve that, we can rearrange the equation, solving for t:
!!"
! !!
!!!!"!!

!

!
!

If we consider a single emitter species, say quantum dot 625, with a peak emission
wavelength of 625 nm and mean excited state lifetime of 20 ns, a system with a
numerical aperture of 1.2, and overall optical transmission efficiency of 0.04 (including
detector efficiency and solid angle acceptance of the objective), then a desired
localization accuracy of 10 nm would require an exposure time of ~31 µs for that emitter.
A point scanning system would use the required exposure time as the pixel dwell time
(the amount of time the excitation beam must stay at each (x,y) pixel position on the
sample). Since a point scanning system raster scans the point over the sample region of
interest one (x,y) pixel position at a time, the maximum overall frame rate is
!!"#$% !

!
! ! !! ! !!

where Nx is the number of pixels in x and Ny is the number of pixels in y. A line scanning
system will have the same dwell time, but this will be for an entire row (or column) of
pixels, so the frame rate is
!!"#$ !

!
! ! !!

In the case where we have a region of interest that is composed of 128!128 spatial pixels,
for the desired localization accuracy and system described above, rpoint is ~2 fps and rline
!



is ~250 fps. This illustrates not only a performance advantage of line scanning over point
scanning systems, but also that the theoretical frame rate is much higher than currently
possible with camera technology that is available at the time of this writing, and this is a
key area of potential improvement as camera speeds increase.
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Spectral position
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Statistics for results shown in Figure S12 are summarized in this table. Additional
descriptions of the model parameters are included in Table S1.
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67$!89:!;<6!=>044!'4!>,=0-$&!'%!-7$!?'&@$!?0A!;<6!3$#,4'-,3B!0%&!704!&$#$%&$%='$4!,%!-7$!?'&@$!?0A!
;703$&!0%&!C<820D44:?EFG!3$#,4'-,3'$45!!67$!;<6!=>044!'4!&$#$%&$%-!,%!&'#'.02$5!!"&&'%2!-7$!
1,>>,H'%2!>'%$4!,1!=,&$!'%!B,D3!4-03-D#!H'>>!'%'-'0>'/$!-7$!;<6!=>044!D%&$3!-7$!044D.#-',%!-70-!0>>!3$ID'3$&!
3$#,4'-,3'$4!03$!'%!-7$!&$10D>-!D4$3!#0-75!!"1-$3!'%'-'0>'/0-',%!3D%!;<65-$4-!-,!-$4-!-7$!.$-7,&4!,1!-7$!;<6!
=>044!,%!B,D3!4B4-$.5!
%get default user path
matroot = userpath;
matroot = matroot(1:end-1);
SPTdir = fullfile(matroot,'SPT','tags','RC1'); %fullpath for directory
containing @SPT folder
addpath(SPTdir); %add directory to path
startup_SPT %use startup_SPT to initialize SPT class and all dependencies

!
9,-$J!4-03-D#K;<6!H'>>!'%'-'0>'/$4!&'#'.02$5!
9,-$LJ!M1!B,D!03$!4$--'%2!D#!-7$!;<6N;M!4DA=>044O!-7$%!-7$!;<6!=>044!H'>>!A$!4$-D#!0D-,.0-'=0>>B5!P,>>,H!
-7$!;$-D#!'%4-3D=-',%4!1,3!;<6N;M!4DA=>0445!

'())(*&+,-."&
!
67$!1,>>,H'%2!>'%$4!,1!=,&$!'%!:0->0A!H'>>!'%'-'0>'/$!0%!$.#-B!,AQ$=-!0%&!,#$%!-7$!C8M!R!"#$%&'(S5!!;$$!-7$!
)%*+,"-*.'/0&%'123&%4*-&!4$=-',%!1,3!.,3$!&$-0'>45!
sptObj = SPT;
%make empty SPT object
sptObj.gui;
% Initalize GUI (tasks performed in the GUI are performed on
sptObj variable)

)0-0!=0%!-7$%!A$!>,0&$&!0%&!#030.$-$34!,#-'.'/$&!1,3!1'--'%2!0%&!-30=@'%2!&0-05!!<030.$-$34!47,D>&!A$!
,#-'.'/$&!1,3!$0=7!=70%%$>5!9,-$!-70-!.D>-'*=70%%$>!&0-0!'4!-30=@$&!4$#030-$>B!D4'%2!&'11$3$%-!3$2',%4!,1!
'%-$3$4-!RTUM4S!,%!-7$!=0.$30!0%&!-7$!V;0F$"##$%&'(W!F03'0A>$!'%!-7$!<030.4C$%$30><03.$-$34!R'5$5!
C$%$30>!<030.$-$34!AD--,%S!'4!D4$&!-,!'&$%-'1B!&'11$3$%-!=70%%$>45!<030.$-$3!,#-'.'/0-',%!47,D>&!,%>B!
%$$&!-,!A$!#$31,3.$&!,%=$!1,3!0!#03-'=D>03!-B#$!,1!&0-05!M-!'4!4-3,%2>B!4D22$4-$&!-,!#3,23$44!-73,D27!-7$!
!"#$%&'()##%&*!R'5$5!+$&,'-)('./0$%&*O!1%"!2$3/'-)('./0$%&*O!+$2#/4'1%"!2$3!#$%&*O!0%&!54!"6'+$2#/4/,'
7%%4,$&!#/*S!'%!-7$!,#-'.'/0-',%!#3,=$&D3$5!!9,-$!-70-!#3$F',D4>B!40F$&!#030.$-$34!1'>$4!=0%!A$!>,0&$&!
D4'%2!-7$!+$2/'-/##$&0*!AD--,%5!

!
!
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!
,%-$!#./.0$1$/2!./$!3#1'0'4$&!15$6!./$!2.7$&!8/30!15$!9:;!.%&!<.1-5!1/.-='%>!-.%!<$!#$/83/0$&!13!
1/.-=!0?@1'#@$!&.1.!2$12!.%&!-5.%%$@2A!!"%!$(.0#@$!<.1-5!1/.-='%>!2-/'#1!'2!'%-@?&$&!<$@3BA!
% batchTracking
close all
clear all

%define data directory
dataDir = 'I:\Pat Documents\Research\DATA\2013_08_06 RBL Syk-GFP QDdnp';
%define save directory
saveDir = fullfile(dataDir,'results');
%define params file
paramsFile{1} = fullfile(saveDir,'scripts','QDdnpSPTparams.mat');
paramsFile{2} = fullfile(saveDir,'scripts','SykGFPSPTparams.mat');
%find data files
dataFiles = dir(fullfile(dataDir,'rbl*.mat'));
dataFiles = cellfun(@(x)
fullfile(dataDir,x),{dataFiles.name},'UniformOutput',false);
% %only track specific files
% fileNums = 5:7;
% dataFiles = dataFiles(fileNums);
multiWaitbar('paramsFile','close');
multiWaitbar('paramsFile',0);
for ii = 2%1:numel(paramsFile)
close all
%perform batch tracking
SPT.trackBatch(paramsFile{ii},dataFiles,saveDir);
%make summary html
SPT.summary(saveDir);
multiWaitbar('paramsFile',ii/numel(paramsFile));
end
multiWaitbar('paramsFile','close');

!
,%-$!&.1.!'2!1/.-=$&!?2'%>!15$!1/.-=C.1-5!0$153&!15$/$!B'@@!<$!.!DA2#1E!8'@$!'%!15$!/$2?@12!83@&$/!83/!$.-5!
1/.-=$&!&.1.!2$1A!

!"#$%&'#()*+,")-./,"0#',)
!
•

F5$!13#!/3B!38!<?113%2!-3%1.'%2!!"#$%&'()##%&*A!!
!

!
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!
,-$.$!/0112%.!#$34235!1-$!671'2%.!.#$7'4'$&8!!!
9-$3$!6##:'76/:$!4';03$.!63$!56&$!6%&!.161'.1'7.!63$!.-2<%!'%!1-$!!"#$%&'($&)*%!=!"#$%&'
(>8!!!
o +,-".)(/0--.)#!63$!3$&!=?';03$!@>!'4!7233$.#2%&'%;!#32#$31'$.!63$!%21!#2#0:61$&!6%&!
;3$$%!=!"#$%&')!6%&!!"#$%&'(>!'4!7233$.#2%&'%;!#32#$31'$.!63$!#2#0:61$&8!
o A4!#32#$31'$.!63$!%21!#2#0:61$&B!1-$%!1-$!%$7$..63C!#32#$31'$.!<'::!/$!#2#0:61$&!0#2%!
#3$..'%;!1-$!&,-".)(/0--.)8!
,-$!72:05%!24!/0112%.!12!1-$!3';-1!72%16'%.!1-$!$&1&2*-*1#(/0--.)#8!!
o ,-$.$!/0112%.!63$!0.$&!12!.$1!2/D$71!#6365$1$3.8!!
o "!&'6:2;0$!23!1-$!!"#$%&'($&)*%!'.!0.$&!12!.$1!#6365$1$3.!0#2%!#3$..'%;!1-$!6%C!24!1-$!
#6365$1$3!/0112%.8!!
,-$!#6%$:!'%!1-$!7$%1$3!24!1-$!EFA!'.!1-$!!"#$%&'($&)*%8!
o ,-$!!"#$%&'($&)*%!'.!0.$&!12!&'.#:6C!.161'.1'7.!23!12!.$1!#6365$1$3.8!
o G(65#:$.!24!.$11'%;!#6365$1$3.!423!?':$!H$11'%;.!63$!'%7:0&$&!?';03$!@!6%&!?';03$!I8!
o "%!$(65#:$!24!&'.#:6C!.161'.1'7.!'.!.-2<%!'%!?';03$!J8!
,-$!/21125!32<!24!/0112%.!72%16'%.!1-$!.13&)"4&-".)&%(/0--.)#8!
o ,-$.$!/0112%.!63$!0.$&!12!23;6%'K$!4':$.!6%&!4';03$.8!
o 5&6*!L!.6M$.!6!NO8.#1P!4':$!
o 7.&!!L!:26&.!6!NO8.#1P!4':$!
o 5&6*(8&1&2*-*1#!L!.6M$.!1-$!7033$%1!#6365$1$3.!'%12!6%!NOHQ,Q6365.8561P!4':$!
o 9%.#*(:"301*#!L!7:2.$.!6::!7033$%1!4';03$.!1-61!63$!%21!HQ,8;0'!4';03$.!
o ;"%*(:"301*#!L!1':$.!4';03$.!423!$6.C!M'$<'%;!
o
o

•

•

•

!
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!"##$%&'&()*+,-"./-*
",-$.!-./01'%2!/!3/-04!5,!&/-/!67'%2!-4$!8$-45&!-./019/-04:!7$;$./<!,'26.$7!/.$!7/;$&!/%&!/%!4-8<!
7688/.=!5,!.$76<-7!0/%!3$!$/7'<=!2$%$./-$&!67'%2!-4$!7688/.=!8$-45&>!!?4$%!5#$%$&!'%!-4$!@/-</3!
A$3!3.5A7$.!-4$!BCD!5.!/%=!,'26.$7!0/%!3$!5#$%$&!&'.$0-<=!,.58!-4$!4-8<>!!

!01*2.$--*
0%34,%/&,-*
DataFile - full path of file in which raw data is stored. Default []
BoxCenters - structure with centers for subregions in which to loacalize
individual features
Populated by findBoxCenters method
IF THE USER CHANGES ANY VALUE IN BoxCenters PROPERTY, THEN THE PROPERTIES
RawFitResults, FitResults, Tracks, AND Stats (spcific fields) BECOME INVALID
AND ARE CLEARED.
RawFitResults - structure with results from localizations
Populated by fit method
Property cannot be altered by user
IF RawFitResults IS ALTERED, THEN THE PROPERTIES FitResults, Tracks, AND
Stats (spcific fields) BECOME INVALID AND ARE CLEARED.
FitResults - structure array with filtered localization information with
dimensions (1 by time). Each field contains informatoin for all localizations
passing the Filtering params. Below is a list of fields:

•

xCoord: x-coordinates of detected features. 1st column: value, 2nd
column: standard deviation (zeros if not available).

•

xSigma: psf sigma for x-coordinates of detected features. 1st column:
value, 2nd column: standarddeviation parameter estimation (zeros if not
available).

•

yCoord: y-coordinates of detected features. 1st column: value, 2nd
column: standard deviation (zeros if not available).

•

ySigma: psf sigma for y-coordinates of detected features. 1st column:
value, 2nd column: standard deviation parameter estimation (zeros if
notavailable).

•

Photons: "Intensities" of detected features. 1st column: values (ones
if not available), 2nd column: standard deviation (zeros if not
available).

•

bg: "background" correspoding to each fit. 1st column: values (ones if
not available), 2nd column: standard deviation (zeros if not
available).

•
•

merit:

•

roiIdxFrame: index for the region of interest in RawFitResults from
which localization originated. Relative to ROIs fit for the respective
time frame

•

model: number of emitters fit to the model selected

merit value indicating the quality of

!
!

fit

roiIdxAll: index for the region of interest in RawFitResults from which
localization originated. Relative ROIs fit for all frames
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• modelIdx: index for specific emitter
Populated by filterFits method. User can manually populate this property, but
the format needs to be correct for tracking to work appropriately
Property is used to build trajectorie in connectFits method
IF FitResults IS ALTERED, THEN THE PROPERTIES Tracks, AND Stats (specific
fields) BECOME INVALID AND ARE CLEARED.
Tracks - structure array with track information. Each element of the array
contains information for a single trajectory. Each field contains an array
with dimensions 1 by number of observations with details about the specified
track property. Below is a list of fields:

•
•
•
•

X: position in x dimension

•
•
•
•

Y: position in y dimension

•
•
•
•

Photons: estimated intensity in photons/frame

•

roiIdxFrame: index for the region of interest in fit results from which
localization originated. Relative to ROIs fit for the respective time
frame

•
•

model: number of emitters fit to the model selected

std_x: theoretical standard deviation of position estimate x dimension
sigma_x: estimated PSF for x dimension
std_sigma_x: theoretical standard deviation for estimated PSF for x
dimension
std_y: theoretical standard deviation of position estimate y dimension
sigma_y: estimated PSF for y dimension
std_sigma_y: theoretical standard deviation for estimated PSF for y
dimension
std_Photons: theoretical standard deviation for estimated intensity
Frame: time frame for each observation
roiIdxAll: index for the region of interest in fit results from which
localization originated. Relative ROIs fit for all frames

modelIdx: index for specific emitter
Populated by connectFits method
Property cannot be altered by user
Stats - structure with statistical fitting/tracking information. Contains the
following fields:
• methodTime: time needed to perform specified method

•
•
•
•
•

Data: statistics about Data property
RawFitResults: statistics about RawFitResults property
FitResults: statistics about FitResults propterty
Tracks: statistics about Tracks property

Populated during the population of each propterty. If properties are
invalidated by changing properties, then corresponding Stats fields are
also cleared.
Property cannot be altered by user
SaveDir - full path for directory in which to save results. Default []
Note: if isempty and DataFile is defined SaveDir defaults to
fullfile(obj.DataPath,'results')

!
!
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!"#"$%&%#'!#()%#&*%+'
ParamsGeneral - structure with general parameters for data loading and
preprocessing.
IF THE USER CHANGES ANY PARAMETERS IN ParamsGeneral PROPERTY,
THEN THE PROPERTIES Data, BoxCenters, RawFitResults, FitResults, Tracks, AND
Stats BECOME INVALID AND ARE CLEARED.
ParamsFindBoxCenters - structure with parameters for subregions of interest
for localization.
Parameters used by findBoxCenters method
IF THE USER CHANGES ANY PARAMETERS IN ParamsFindBoxCenters PROPERTY, THEN THE
PROPERTIES BoxCenters, RawFitResults, FitResults, Tracks, AND Stats BECOME
INVALID AND ARE CLEARED.
ParamsFit - structure with localization parameters.
Parameters used by fit method
IF THE USER CHANGES ANY PARAMETERS IN ParamsFit PROPERTY,
THEN THE PROPERTIES RawFitResults, FitResults, Tracks, AND Stats (specific
fields) BECOME INVALID AND ARE CLEARED.
ParamsFilterFits - structure with parameters for filtering localizations.
Parameters used by filterFits method
IF THE USER CHANGES ANY PARAMETERS IN ParamsFit PROPERTY, THEN THE PROPERTIES
FitResults, Tracks, AND Stats (specific fields) BECOME INVALID AND ARE
CLEARED.
ParamsConnectFits - structure with parameters for connecting localizations
into tracks.
Parameters used by connectFits method
IF THE USER CHANGES ANY PARAMETERS IN ParamsFit PROPERTY, THEN THE PROPERTIES
Tracks, AND Stats (specific fields) BECOME INVALID AND ARE CLEARED.

,#"-+*%-&'!#()%#&*%+'
Data - dipImage object with background subtracted and gain corrected data.
transient property that is not saved
FigInfo - information about figures
helps to keep track of current figure handles
transient property that is not saved

.%)%-/%-&'!#()%#&*%+'
DataPath - folder containing DataFile
DataBaseName - base name of data file (DataFile without path or extension)
DataBaseTitleName - DataBaseName of data file (with '_' replaced with '-'
underscores)
SaveBaseName - base name for saving results [DataBaseName '-' SaveAppendix]
SaveBaseTitleName - SaveBaseName of file (with '_' replaced with '-'
underscores)

!

!
!
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!"#$%&'(
"!-.'$/!&$01.'#2'3%!/3.!$415!6$253&!'0!'%178&$&!-$739:!!;0$!25$!<4274-!5$7#!3.!&31!/$428.$!/3.!63.$!
136#7$2$!&$01.'#2'3%0!3/!$415!6$253&:!
)*+,-./0(!"#$%&'(
loadData - load raw data
findBoxCenters - populate BoxCenters property
filerFits - filter RawFitResults property to populate FitResults property
connectFits - build trajectories and populate Tracks property

12+''(!+/.342+#.%/(!"#$%&'(
getTracks - get reformatted trajectories and localization accuracies
importTracks - import trajectories tracked using another method
trackBatch - track batch of files
saveFile - save object into *.spt file
loadFile - load *.spt file into object
summary - make html summary for spt figures
saveFig - save figure in default format and directory
findFigs

- find figures corresponding to all spt files

makeRoiStack - make stack of ROI's from BoxCenters
copy - make a deep copy of object
test - test SPT class

52%##./0(!"#$%&'(
=32$>!?/!4!#.3#$.2@!%$1$004.@!/3.!4!#7322'%A!/$428.$!'0!%32!#3#8742$&!25$%!'2!9'77!-$!4823642'1477@!
#3#8742$&:!
plotBoxCenters - creates a plot of BoxCenters
plotFitResults - color overlay of Gaussian Blobs for FitResults property
BoxCenters
plotFitResultsHist

- plot histograms for raw fit results

plotRawFitResults - creates a color overlay from Gaussian Blobs
plotRawFitResultsHist - plot histograms for raw fit results

!
!
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plotTracks - plot color coded trajectories
plotTracksDipImage - make dipTrack figure
plotTracksHist - plot histograms for Tracks

!"#"$%&%#'(%&)*+,
saveParams - save params file '*SPTparams.mat'
setParams - set parameter properties
getDefaultParams - get default parameters
getDefaultParamsGeneral - get default values for ParamsGeneral
getDefaultParamsFindBoxCenters - get default values for ParamsFindBoxCenters
getDefaultParamsFit - get default values for ParamsFit
getDefaultParamsFilterFits - get default values for ParamsFilterFits
getDefaultParamsConnectFits - get default values for ParamsConnectFits

-++.&.*/"0'1%"&2#%,'
!0*&&./3'4**0,'
-$.$/01!23314!54$&!67!28$!-9:!;1044!2802!0/$!54$<51!<3/!'%.$42'=02'%=!4'%=1$!#0/2';1$!2/0;>'%=!&020!
'%&$#$%&$%2!3<!28$!-9:!;1044!0/$!&'4;544$&!'%!28'4!4$;2'3%?!
50*&4#"67,89'
!"#$%&'#()$*+$&#,%$-*
+.54#"67'
!"#$%&'#()$*+$&#,%$-*
+.5:2;<*6=>'

-/"0?@./3':./30%'!"#&.60%'4#"A%6&*#.%,'
:8$!<3113@'%=!;1044$4!0/$!13;02$&!'%!28$!A'&>$!A06!-BC"%0174'4!/$#34'23/7!0%&!0/$!&$#$%&$%2!3%!28$!
0##/3#/'02$!4$25#!3<!28$!-9:!;1044?!!-$22'%=!5#!28$!-9:!;1044!@'11!0143!4$25#!28$!<3113@'%=!;1044$4!5%&$/!
28$!0445D#2'3%!2802!011!/$E5'/$&!/$#34'23/'$4!0/$!'%!28$!&$<0512!54$/!#028?!
!
:!4-B-<C:D:E(FGD<D4C'60",,'
:8'4!;1044!;3%20'%4!420%&0/&!D$283&4!54$&!23!E50%2'<7!28$!D36'1'27!3<!4'%=1$!#0/2';1$!2/0F$;23/'$4!'%!0%!
-9:!36F$;2?!
!
!
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TracksInfo - tracks in the format of track number by time by number of
spatial dimensions
SaveDir - directory under which to make analysis folder for saving results
BaseName - base name for SPT file
PixelSize - pixel size in microns
TimeStep - time step in seconds
BaseTitleName - BaseName of data file (with '_' replaced with '-'
underscores)

!"#$%$&'!(!)(%#*+$,#(-%!./0122.
-.'/!012//!03%42'%/!/42%&25&!6$4.3&/!7/$&!43!872%4'9:!'%4$5204'3%/!39!/'%;1$!#254'01$!452<$0435'$/!'%!=>-!
3?<$04@/AB!
!"#$%$&'!(!)3+-4"./0122.
-.'/!012//!03%42'%/!/42%&25&!6$4.3&/!935!2%21:C'%;!;537#/!39!=>-!3?<$04/B!
!

!"#5!(.267/0122.
!896:.
-.$!DEF!=>-G=H!012//!'/!13024$&!'%!4.$!I'&J$!I2?!G=F!5$#3/'435:!2%&!'/!&$#$%&$%4!3%!4.$!I'&J$!I2?!=>-!
5$#3/'435:!2%&!2%:!5$#3/'435'$/!3%!K.'0.!4.$!=>-!012//!'/!&$#$%&$%4B!"&&'%;!4.$!93113K'%;!1'%$/!39!03&$!
'%!:375!/42547#!K'11!'%'4'21'C$!4.$!=>-G=H!012//!7%&$5!4.$!2//76#4'3%!4.24!211!5$87'5$&!5$#3/'435'$/!25$!'%!
4.$!&$92714!7/$5!#24.B!!"94$5!'%'4'21'C24'3%!57%!=>-G=HB4$/4!43!4$/4!4.$!6$4.3&/!39!4.$!=>-G=H!012//!3%!:375!
/:/4$6B!!"&&'4'3%211:!57%!=>-B4$/4!43!L$5'9:!4.24!4.$!=>-!012//!'/!#53#$51:!/$47#B!
%get default user path
matroot = userpath;
matroot = matroot(1:end-1);
SPTHSIdir = fullfile(matroot,'HSM','Development','SPTHSI_class'); %fullpath
for directory containing @SPTHSI folder
addpath(SPTHSIdir); %add directory to path
startup_SPTHSI %use startup_SPTHSI to initialize SPTHSI class and all
dependencies

E34$M!/42547#N=>-G=H!K'11!21/3!'%'4'21'C$!4.$!=>-!012//!2%&!&'#'62;$B!
;89<=>2.
E34$M!=>-G=H!'/!2!/7?012//!39!=>-B!F2%:!39!=>-!6$4.3&/!25$!3L$5132&$&!935!4.$!=>-G=H!/7?!012//B!
F$4.3&/!7%'87$!43!4.$!=>-G=H!/7?012//!25$!#5$/$%4$&!.$5$B!
plotBoxCenters - plot BoxCenters property for a single frame in 3-D

!
!
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hyperView - display hyperspectral image in hyperView
hyperViewROI - show current ROI in hyperView
plotFitResultsBrowser - browse FitResults figures
printFitResults - print indices for fits in current frame that passed
filtering criteria
printRawFitResults - print RawFitResults for current box
initialize_gpuGaussNDmleV1_Input - initilize input for gpuGaussNDmleV1

!"#$%&'()*+,%-.(
!

!"#$%&'.(/0+(1.,23()45(*&#..(6)45-'.-,237(
% SPTtesting
%
% test ALL methods for SPT class
%
% Any new methods must be added to testing script
%% initialize object
%
%
%
%
%
%
%

close all
clear all
clear classes
matroot = userpath;
matroot = matroot(1:end-1);
TestDataDir = fullfile(matroot,'TestData');

clc
%index for data file to analyze
fileNum = 1;
%initialize SPT object
obj = SPT;
%specify data file
dataDir = fullfile(TestDataDir,'simInteractingParticles');
dataFiles = dir(fullfile(dataDir,'sim*.mat'));
if isempty(dataFiles)
error('SPTtest:noData','SPT.test: test data files not found.')
end
%get data file
obj.DataFile = fullfile(dataDir,dataFiles(fileNum).name);

!
!
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%set general parameters
obj.ParamsGeneral.Roi = [0 63 0 63];
obj.ParamsGeneral.PixelSize = 0.1;
obj.ParamsGeneral.TimeStep = 0.05;
obj.ParamsGeneral.SaveAppendix = 'ch1';
obj.ParamsFindBoxCenters.MinPhotons = 10;
obj.ParamsFilterFits.MinPhotons = 10;
obj.ParamsConnectFits.costMatF2F.D = [0.5 0.5];
obj.ParamsConnectFits.costMatGC.D = [0.5 0.5];
%% reset results directory
if exist(fullfile(obj.SaveDir),'file')
rmdir(fullfile(obj.SaveDir),'s')
end

%% load Data
obj.loadData;
%% save .spt file no tracked results (raw data should not be saved)
obj.saveFile;
%% save params file
obj.saveParams([],'ch1');

%% load .spt file (object prior to tracking)
sptFile = fullfile(obj.SaveDir,[obj.SaveBaseName '.spt']);
obj2 = SPT.loadFile(sptFile);

%% find BoxCenters
obj.findBoxCenters
%% makeROIStack (make stack of regions of interest)
[ROIStack XRoiStart YRoiStart Frame] = obj.makeRoiStack;
%% fit (user defined ROIStack)
obj.fit(ROIStack,XRoiStart,YRoiStart,Frame);
%% fit

!
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obj.fit;
%% plotRawFitResultsHist (display histograms for fitting results)
obj.plotRawFitResultsHist;
%% plotRawFitResultsHist (display histograms for fitting results save
figures)
obj.plotRawFitResultsHist(1);
%% plotRawFitResults (display fitting results)
obj.plotRawFitResults;
%% plotRawFitResults (display fitting results with boxes and loclazations)
obj.plotRawFitResults(1,1);
%% plotRawFitResults (display fitting results with boxes)
obj.plotRawFitResults(1);
%% plotRawFitResults (display fitting results with loclazations)
obj.plotRawFitResults(0,1);
%% fitlerFits
obj.filterFits;
%% plotFitResultsHist (display histograms for fitting results)
obj.plotFitResultsHist;
%% plotFitResultsHist (display histograms for fitting results save figures)
obj.plotFitResultsHist(1);
%% plotFitResults (display fitting results)
obj.plotFitResults;
%% plotFitResults (display fitting results with boxes and loclazations)
obj.plotFitResults(1,1);
%% plotFitResults (display fitting results with boxes)
obj.plotFitResults(1);
%% plotRawFitResults (display fitting results with loclazations)

!
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obj.plotFitResults(0,1);
%% connectFits
obj.connectFits;
%% getTracks in old format
[tracks tracksStd subRegionModel] = obj.getTracks;
%% plotTracks (save result)
h = obj.plotTracks(1,1);
%% plotTracks (save result)
h = obj.plotTracks;
obj.saveFig(h,'plotTracks','plotTracks');
obj.saveFile;
%% plotDipTrack (make dipTrack figure)
obj.plotTracksDipImage;
%% plotTracks (plot several sets of tracks with different colors)
numTracks = numel(obj.Tracks); %get total number of tracks
options = plotTracksV1SetOptions;%initialize plotting opitons
options.highlightTracks = 0; %don't highlight tracks in first plot instance
options.trackNum = 1:floor(numTracks/2); %specify tracks
options.colorByValue = 0; %use color specified on next line
options.color = [1 0 1]; %plot first half of tracks magenta
options.cmap = [1 0 1; 0 1 0]; %specify colormap for colorbar
h = obj.plotTracks(1,1,options);
options1 = plotTracksV1SetOptions;
options1.trackNum = ceil(numTracks/2):numTracks; %specify tracks
options1.colorByValue = 0; %use color specified on next line
options1.color = [0 1 0]; %plot second half of tracks green
options1.h = h; %set figure handle
options1.colorbar = 0; %turn off colorbar
h = obj.plotTracks(1,1,options1);
ttl{1} = sprintf('%stracks %i-%i','\color[rgb]{.75 0
.75}',options.trackNum([1 end]));
ttl{2} = sprintf('%stracks %i-%i','\color[rgb]{0 .75 0}',options1.trackNum([1
end]));
title(ttl)
%% fit channel 1
obj1 = obj.copy;

!
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obj1.ParamsGeneral.Roi = [64 127 0 63];
obj1.ParamsGeneral.SaveAppendix = 'ch2';
%% plotTracks (save result)
h = obj1.plotTracks;
obj1.saveFig(h,'plotTracks','plotTracks');
obj1.saveFile;
%%
obj1.saveParams([],'ch2');
%% plotDipTrack (make dipTrack figure)
obj1.plotTracksDipImage;
%% plotTracks (raw overlay of channel 1 with channel 2)
options = plotTracksV1SetOptions;%initialize plotting opitons
options.colorByValue = 0; %use color specified on next line
options.color = [1 0 1]; %plot ch2 tracks magenta
options.colorbar = 0; %turn off colorbar
options.displayName = obj.ParamsGeneral.SaveAppendix;
h = obj.plotTracks(1,1,options);
options1 = plotTracksV1SetOptions;
options1.colorByValue = 0; %use color specified on next line
options1.color = [0 1 0]; %plot ch1 tracks green
options1.h = h; %set figure handle
options1.colorbar = 0; %turn off colorbar
options1.displayName = obj1.ParamsGeneral.SaveAppendix;
h = obj1.plotTracks(1,1,options1);
ttl{1} = sprintf('%schannel 1','\color[rgb]{.75 0 .75}');
ttl{2} = sprintf('%schannel 2','\color[rgb]{0 .75 0}');
title(ttl(:),'fontsize',12,'fontweight','bold')
%% raw overlay of channel 1 with channel 2 (dipTrack)
options = dipTrackSetOptions;
options.im =
joinchannels('rgb',stretch(obj.Data),stretch(obj1.Data),stretch(obj.Data));
options.plotTracksOptions(1).tracks = obj.getTracks;
options.plotTracksOptions(1).colorByValue = 0;
options.plotTracksOptions(1).color = [1 0 1];
options.plotTracksOptions(2) = options.plotTracksOptions(1);
options.plotTracksOptions(2).tracks = obj1.getTracks;
options.plotTracksOptions(2).colorByValue = 0;
options.plotTracksOptions(2).color = [0 1 0];
fh = dipTrack(options);
%ensure that figure will fit on monitor at 1000%

!
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monPos = get(0,'MonitorPositions');
tmpSz = obj.Stats.Data.size([1 2])*10;
if any(tmpSz([1 2]) > min(monPos(:,[3 4])))
diptruesize(fh,min(floor(min(monPos(:,[3 4]))./min(tmpSz([1 2]))*101))*100);
else
%change size
diptruesize(fh,1000);
end
%add scaleLine
scaleLine(findall(fh,'type','axes'),2,obj.ParamsGeneral.PixelSize);

%% test constructor with variable inputs
objEmpty = SPT(obj);
sptFile = fullfile(obj.SaveDir,[obj.SaveBaseName '.spt']);
sptStruct = obj.saveobj;
objFromStruct = SPT(sptStruct);
objFromFile = SPT(sptFile);
objEmptyFromFile = SPT(sptFile,1);
paramsFile = fullfile(obj.SaveDir,'scripts','ch1SPTparams.mat');
objFromParams = SPT(paramsFile);
%% trackBatch
close all
%
clear all
%specify data directory
matroot = userpath;
matroot = matroot(1:end-1);
dataDir = fullfile(TestDataDir,'simInteractingParticles');
%get data files
dataFiles = dir(fullfile(dataDir,'sim*.mat'));
dataFiles = cellfun(@(x)
fullfile(dataDir,x),{dataFiles.name},'uniformoutput',false);
%define parameters file for channel 1
paramsFilech1 = fullfile(dataDir,'results','scripts','ch1SPTparams.mat');
%define parameters file for channel 2
paramsFilech2 = fullfile(dataDir,'results','scripts','ch2SPTparams.mat');
%track ch2 dataFiles
sptFilesCh1 = SPT.trackBatch(paramsFilech1,dataFiles);
%track ch1 dataFiles
sptFilesCh2 = SPT.trackBatch(paramsFilech2,dataFiles);
%% find figures

!
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sptDir = fullfile(dataDir,'results');
figInfo = SPT.findFigs(sptDir)
%% make html summary
SPT.summary(sptDir)
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% SPTHSItesting
%
% test ALL methods for SPTHSI class
%
% Any new methods must be added to testing script
%% initialize object
%
%
%
%
%
%
%
%

close all
clear all
clear classes
clc
matroot = userpath;
matroot = matroot(1:end-1);
TestDataDir = fullfile(matroot,'TestData');

%specify data file
dataDir = fullfile(TestDataDir,'hsiInteractingParticles');
[~, hsiFiles] = hsiData.findFiles(dataDir);
fileNum = 1;
if isempty(hsiFiles)
error('SPTHSItest:noData','SPTHSI.test: test data files not found.')
end
%initialize SPT object
obj = SPTHSI;
%specify data file
obj.DataFile = hsiFiles{fileNum};
obj.ParamsGeneral.Frames = 5:10;
obj.ParamsGeneral.Psf = [10 1 1];
obj.ParamsFilterFits.lowerBounds(1) = 20;
obj.ParamsFilterFits.upperBounds(2) = 810;
obj.ParamsConnectFits.costMatF2F.maxSearchDist = [3 3];
obj.ParamsConnectFits.costMatF2F.D = [.4 .4];
obj.ParamsConnectFits.costMatF2F.wvJump = 3;
obj.ParamsConnectFits.costMatF2F.maxWvSearchDist = 12;
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obj.ParamsConnectFits.costMatGC.D = [.5 .5];
obj.ParamsConnectFits.costMatGC.wvJump = 3;
obj.ParamsConnectFits.costMatGC.maxWvSearchDist = 12;
%% reset results directory
if exist(fullfile(obj.SaveDir),'file')
rmdir(fullfile(obj.SaveDir),'s')
end
%% save parameters file for batch tracking
%change to 1-emitter fit for batch processing (reduce analysis time)
Frames = obj.ParamsGeneral.Frames;
obj.ParamsGeneral.Frames = 1:100;
obj.ParamsFit.models = 1;
obj.saveParams;
%reset values for demo
obj.ParamsGeneral.Frames = Frames;
obj.ParamsFit.models = 3;
%% load Data
obj.loadData;
%% save .spt file no tracked results (raw data should not be saved)
obj.saveFile;
%% find BoxCenters
obj.findBoxCenters
%% plotBoxCenters3D
obj.plotBoxCenters3D;
%% plotBoxCenters3D
obj.plotBoxCenters3D(6);
%% plotBoxCenters
obj.plotBoxCenters; %nneds more thorough testing!!
%% makeROIStack (make stack of regions of interest)
[ROIStack sampling] = obj.makeRoiStack;
%% initialize_gpuGaussNDmleV1_Input
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obj.initialize_gpuGaussNDmleV1_Input;

%% fit (user defined ROIStack)
obj.fit(ROIStack,sampling);
%% fit
obj.fit;
%% plotRawFitResultsHist (display histograms for fitting results)
obj.plotRawFitResultsHist;
%% plotRawFitResults (display fitting results)
obj.plotRawFitResults;
%% fitlerFits
obj.filterFits;
%% plotFitResultsHist (display histograms for fitting results)
obj.plotFitResultsHist;
%% plotFitResultsHist (display histograms for fitting results save figures)
obj.plotFitResultsHist(1);

%% plotFitResults (display fitting results)
obj.plotFitResults;
%% plotFitResults (display fitting results with boxes and loclazations)
obj.plotFitResults(1);
%% connectFits
obj.connectFits;
%% getTracks in old format
[tracks tracksStd subRegionModel tracksWv tracksWvStd] = getTracks(obj);
%% plotTracks (microns and seconds)

!
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h = obj.plotTracks(1,1);
%% plotTracks (save result)
h = obj.plotTracks;
obj.saveFig(h,'plotTracks','plotTracks');
obj.saveFile;
%% plotTracksDipImage (make dipTrack figure)
obj.plotTracksDipImage;
%% plotTracks (plot several sets of tracks with different colors)
numTracks = numel(obj.Tracks); %get total number of tracks
options = plotTracksV1SetOptions;%initialize plotting opitons
options.highlightTracks = 0; %don't highlight tracks in first plot instance
options.trackNum = 1:floor(numTracks/2); %specify tracks
options.colorByValue = 0; %use color specified on next line
options.color = [1 0 1]; %plot first half of tracks magenta
options.cmap = [1 0 1; 0 1 0]; %specify colormap for colorbar
options.colorbar = 0; %turn off colorbar
h = obj.plotTracks(1,1,options);
options1 = plotTracksV1SetOptions;
options1.trackNum = ceil(numTracks/2):numTracks; %specify tracks
options1.colorByValue = 0; %use color specified on next line
options1.color = [0 1 0]; %plot second half of tracks green
options1.h = h; %set figure handle
options1.colorbar = 0; %turn off colorbar
h = obj.plotTracks(1,1,options1);
ttl{1} = sprintf('%stracks %i-%i','\color[rgb]{.75 0
.75}',options.trackNum([1 end]));
ttl{2} = sprintf('%stracks %i-%i','\color[rgb]{0 .75 0}',options1.trackNum([1
end]));
title(ttl)
%% test constructor with variable inputs
objEmpty = SPTHSI(obj);
sptFile = fullfile(obj.SaveDir,[obj.SaveBaseName '.spt']);
sptStruct = obj.saveobj;
objFromStruct = SPTHSI(sptStruct);
objFromFile = SPTHSI(sptFile);
objEmptyFromFile = SPTHSI(sptFile,1);
paramsFile = fullfile(obj.SaveDir,'scripts','SPTparams.mat');

!
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objFromParams = SPTHSI(paramsFile);
%% trackBatch
close all
% clear all
%specify data file
dataDir = fullfile(TestDataDir,'hsiInteractingParticles');
%get data files
[~, hsiFiles] = hsiData.findFiles(dataDir);
%define parameters file
paramsFile = fullfile(dataDir,'results','scripts','SPTparams.mat');
%track dataFiles
sptFiles = SPT.trackBatch(paramsFile,hsiFiles);
%% find figures
sptDir = fullfile(dataDir,'results');
figInfo = SPTHSI.findFigs(sptDir)
%% make html summary
SPTHSI.summary(sptDir)
%% load .spt file (object prior to tracking)
close all
% clear all
%
% %define data directory
% dataDir =
'C:\Users\pcutler\Documents\MATLAB\TestData\hsiInteractingParticles';
sptFiles = dir(fullfile(dataDir,'results','*.spt'));
fileNum = 1;
sptFile = fullfile(dataDir,'results',sptFiles(fileNum).name);
obj = SPT.loadFile(sptFile);
%% SPTHSI_FitResultsBrowser
close all
% clear all
%
% %define data directory
% dataDir =
'C:\Users\pcutler\Documents\MATLAB\TestData\hsiInteractingParticles';
saveDir = fullfile(dataDir,'results');

!
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sptFiles = dir(fullfile(saveDir,'*.spt'));
fileNum = 1;
obj = SPTHSI(fullfile(saveDir,sptFiles(fileNum).name));
sptBrowserObj = SPTHSI_FitResultsBrowser(obj);
%% SPTHSI_FitResultsBrowser (make figure group after initialization)
sptBrowserObj = SPTHSI_FitResultsBrowser(obj,[],0);
sptBrowserObj.FrameIdx = 3;
sptBrowserObj.BrowseFlag = 1;
sptBrowserObj.BoxIdx = 4;

!
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% HMM_analysis_2State_2013_08_28
close all
clear all
saveDir = 'I:\Pat Documents\Research\HSM_DATA\QDIgE
analyses\HMM_analysis_2State_2013_08_28';
saveName = 'HMM_analysis_2State_2013_08_28';
sptDirs = {'I:\Pat Documents\Research\HSM_DATA\2013_02_13 RBL QDIgE
Oligomers\results_2013_05_04 optimized tracking'...
'I:\Pat Documents\Research\HSM_DATA\2013_02_14 RBL QDIgE
Oligomers\results_2013_05_04 optimized tracking'...
'I:\Pat Documents\Research\HSM_DATA\2013_04_07a RBL QDIgE Oligomers
(fluorescent biotin)\results_2013_05_04 optimized tracking',...
'I:\Pat Documents\Research\HSM_DATA\2013_04_07 RBL QDIgE Oligomers
(fluorescent biotin)\results_2013_05_04 optimized tracking',...
'I:\Pat Documents\Research\HSM_DATA\2013_04_30 RBL QDIgE
Oligomers\results',...
'I:\Pat Documents\Research\HSM_DATA\2013_04_30a RBL QDIgE
Oligomers\results',...
'I:\Pat Documents\Research\HSM_DATA\2013_05_04 RBL QDIgE Oligomers
PP2\results',...
'I:\Pat Documents\Research\HSM_DATA\2013_05_04a RBL QDIgE Oligomers
PP2\results',...
'I:\Pat Documents\Research\HSM_DATA\2013_05_12 RBL QDIgE
Oligomers\results',...
'I:\Pat Documents\Research\HSM_DATA\2013_05_12a RBL QDIgE
Oligomers\results',...
'I:\Pat Documents\Research\HSM_DATA\2013_05_17 RBL QDIgE
Oligomers\results',...
'I:\Pat Documents\Research\HSM_DATA\2013_05_21 RBL QDIgE Oligomers
long\results',...
'I:\Pat Documents\Research\HSM_DATA\2013_05_22 RBL QDIgE Oligomers
long\results',...

!
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'I:\Pat Documents\Research\HSM_DATA\2013_05_28 RBL QDDIgE Oligomers
DNPBSA\results',...
'I:\Pat Documents\Research\HSM_DATA\2013_05_28a RBL QDIgE Oligomers
DNPBSA\results',...
'I:\Pat Documents\Research\HSM_DATA\2013_05_31 QDIgE Oligomes
DNPBSA\results',...
'I:\Pat Documents\Research\HSM_DATA\2013_05_31a QDIgE Oligomers
DNPBSA\results',...
'I:\Pat Documents\Research\HSM_DATA\2013_08_26 RBL QDIgE\results',...
'I:\Pat Documents\Research\HSM_DATA\2013_08_26 RBL QDIgE PP2\results',...
'I:\Pat Documents\Research\HSM_DATA\2013_09_09 RBL QDIgE\results',...
'I:\Pat Documents\Research\HSM_DATA\2013_09_09 RBL QDIgE PP2\results'};
multiWaitbar('finding spt files...','close');
multiWaitbar('finding spt files...',0);
sptFiles = [];
sptFilesFullPath = [];
for sptDirIdx = 1:numel(sptDirs)
sptDir = sptDirs{sptDirIdx};
multiWaitbar('finding spt files...',sptDirIdx/numel(sptDirs));
sptFilesTmp = dir(fullfile(sptDir,'*.spt'));
sptFiles = [sptFiles {sptFilesTmp.name}];
sptFilesFullPath = [sptFilesFullPath cellfun(@(x)
fullfile(sptDir,x),{sptFilesTmp.name},'uniformoutput',false)];
%
%
%
%

%reset findInteractions
if exist(fullfile(sptDir,'analysis','findInteractions'),'dir')
rmdir(fullfile(sptDir,'analysis','findInteractions'),'s')
end

end
multiWaitbar('finding spt files...','close');

%% perform HMM on all files with DNP3
idx
idx
idx
idx

=
=
=
=

~cellfun('isempty',regexp(sptFiles,'DNP3'));
idx & cellfun(@(x) isempty(x),regexp(sptFiles,'488Bio','once'));
idx & cellfun(@(x) isempty(x),regexp(sptFiles,'PP2','once'));
idx & cellfun(@(x) isempty(x),regexp(sptFiles,'bright_bigROI','once'));

unique(cellfun(@(x) x(1:end-23),sptFiles(idx),'uniformoutput',false))'
sptFilesChDNP = repmat(sptFilesFullPath(idx),[2 1]);
obj = SPTANALYSIS_GROUP(sptFilesChDNP);
obj.GroupName = 'DNP3';
obj.SaveDir = saveDir;
out = obj.hmmPreProcess2State([.025 .05 .075 .1]);
out1 = obj.hmmTwoState;

!
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%% make CPA plot for all DNP3 files
idx
idx
idx
idx

=
=
=
=

~cellfun('isempty',regexp(sptFiles,'DNP3'));
idx & cellfun(@(x) isempty(x),regexp(sptFiles,'488Bio','once'));
idx & cellfun(@(x) isempty(x),regexp(sptFiles,'PP2','once'));
idx & cellfun(@(x) isempty(x),regexp(sptFiles,'bright_bigROI','once'));

unique(cellfun(@(x) x(1:end-23),sptFiles(idx),'uniformoutput',false))'
sptFilesFullPatTrim = sptFilesFullPath(idx);
multiWaitbar('CPA DNP3','close');
multiWaitbar('CPA DNP3',0);
%account for linescanning
xPsf = 0.8;
nlines = 32;
Texp = (xPsf*3+1)/nlines;
tic
clear cpaResults
for ii = 1:numel(sptFilesFullPatTrim)
obj = SPTANALYSIS_MOBILITY(sptFilesFullPatTrim{ii});
inputs = obj.pmDcpa('Inputs');
inputs.Dguess = 0:0.01:5;
inputs.dutyCycle = Texp;
cpaResults(ii) = obj.pmDcpa(inputs);
if ii > 1
close(cpaResults(ii).fh)
end
multiWaitbar('CPA DNP3',ii/numel(sptFilesFullPatTrim));
end
toc
multiWaitbar('CPA DNP3','close');
fh = figure;
ha = axes('parent',fh);
D = cell2mat({cpaResults.D}');
Dtmp = D(~isnan(D));
Dmed = median(Dtmp);
p = 0:numel(Dtmp)-1;
p = p/max(p);
plot(sort(Dtmp),p,'parent',ha,'linewidth',2)
set(ha,'xscale','log')
axis(ha,'tight')
xlabel(ha,'D (\mum^2/s)')
ylabel(ha,'cumulative probability')
hl = legend(ha,sprintf('D_{med} = %0.2g %s\nN = %i',...
Dmed,'\mum^2/s',numel(Dtmp)));
set(hl,'location','best','fontsize',16)
title(ha,'DNP3')
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saveas(gcf,fullfile(saveDir,'DNP3-Dcpa'),'fig')
saveas(gcf,fullfile(saveDir,'DNP3-Dcpa'),'png')

%% perform HMM on all files with DNPBSA
idx
idx
idx
idx

=
=
=
=

~cellfun('isempty',regexp(sptFiles,'DNPBSA'));
idx & cellfun(@(x) isempty(x),regexp(sptFiles,'488Bio','once'));
idx & cellfun(@(x) isempty(x),regexp(sptFiles,'PP2','once'));
idx & cellfun(@(x) isempty(x),regexp(sptFiles,'bright_bigROI','once'));

unique(cellfun(@(x) x(1:end-23),sptFiles(idx),'uniformoutput',false))'
sptFilesChDNP = repmat(sptFilesFullPath(idx),[2 1]);
obj = SPTANALYSIS_GROUP(sptFilesChDNP);
obj.GroupName = 'DNPBSA';
obj.SaveDir = saveDir;
out = obj.hmmPreProcess2State([.025 .05 .075 .1]);
out1 = obj.hmmTwoState;
%% make CPA plot for all files with DNPBSA
idx
idx
idx
idx

=
=
=
=

~cellfun('isempty',regexp(sptFiles,'DNPBSA'));
idx & cellfun(@(x) isempty(x),regexp(sptFiles,'488Bio','once'));
idx & cellfun(@(x) isempty(x),regexp(sptFiles,'PP2','once'));
idx & cellfun(@(x) isempty(x),regexp(sptFiles,'bright_bigROI','once'));

unique(cellfun(@(x) x(1:end-23),sptFiles(idx),'uniformoutput',false))'
sptFilesFullPatTrim = sptFilesFullPath(idx);
multiWaitbar('CPA DNPBSA','close');
multiWaitbar('CPA DNPBSA',0);
%account for linescanning
xPsf = 0.8;
nlines = 32;
Texp = (xPsf*3+1)/nlines;
tic
clear cpaResults
for ii = 1:numel(sptFilesFullPatTrim)
obj = SPTANALYSIS_MOBILITY(sptFilesFullPatTrim{ii});
inputs = obj.pmDcpa('Inputs');
inputs.Dguess = 0:0.01:5;
inputs.dutyCycle = Texp;
cpaResults(ii) = obj.pmDcpa(inputs);
if ii > 1
close(cpaResults(ii).fh)
end
multiWaitbar('CPA DNPBSA',ii/numel(sptFilesFullPatTrim));

!
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end
toc
multiWaitbar('CPA DNPBSA','close');
fh = figure;
ha = axes('parent',fh);
D = cell2mat({cpaResults.D}');
Dtmp = D(~isnan(D));
Dmed = median(Dtmp);
p = 0:numel(Dtmp)-1;
p = p/max(p);
plot(sort(Dtmp),p,'parent',ha,'linewidth',2)
set(ha,'xscale','log')
axis(ha,'tight')
xlabel(ha,'D (\mum^2/s)')
ylabel(ha,'cumulative probability')
hl = legend(ha,sprintf('D_{med} = %0.2g %s\nN = %i',...
Dmed,'\mum^2/s',numel(Dtmp)));
set(hl,'location','best','fontsize',16)
title(ha,'DNPBSA')

saveas(gcf,fullfile(saveDir,'DNPBSA-Dcpa'),'fig')
saveas(gcf,fullfile(saveDir,'DNPBSA-Dcpa'),'png')

%% perform HMM on all files without DNP
idx = ~cellfun('isempty',regexp(sptFiles,'rbl_QDIgE-'));
idx = idx & cellfun(@(x) isempty(x),regexp(sptFilesFullPath,'PP2','once'));
unique(cellfun(@(x) x(1:end-23),sptFiles(idx),'uniformoutput',false))'

sptFilesChNoDNP = repmat(sptFilesFullPath(idx),[2 1]);
obj = SPTANALYSIS_GROUP(sptFilesChNoDNP);
obj.GroupName = 'NoDNP';
obj.SaveDir = saveDir;
out = obj.hmmPreProcess2State([.025 .05 .075 .1]);
out = obj.hmmTwoState;
%% make CPA plot for all files without DNP
idx = ~cellfun('isempty',regexp(sptFiles,'rbl_QDIgE-'));
idx = idx & cellfun(@(x) isempty(x),regexp(sptFilesFullPath,'PP2','once'));

unique(cellfun(@(x) x(1:end-23),sptFiles(idx),'uniformoutput',false))'

!
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sptFilesFullPatTrim = sptFilesFullPath(idx);
multiWaitbar('CPA noDNP','close');
multiWaitbar('CPA noDNP',0);
%account for linescanning
xPsf = 0.8;
nlines = 32;
Texp = (xPsf*3+1)/nlines;
tic
clear cpaResults fileInfo
for ii = 1:numel(sptFilesFullPatTrim)
obj = SPTANALYSIS_MOBILITY(sptFilesFullPatTrim{ii});
inputs = obj.pmDcpa('Inputs');
inputs.Dguess = 0:0.01:5;
inputs.dutyCycle = Texp;
cpaResults(ii) = obj.pmDcpa(inputs);
fileInfo(ii).BaseName = obj.BaseName;
fileInfo(ii).BaseTitleName = obj.BaseTitleName;
fileInfo(ii).SaveDir = obj.SaveDir;
if ii > 1
close(cpaResults(ii-1).fh)
end
multiWaitbar('CPA noDNP',ii/numel(sptFilesFullPatTrim));
end
toc
multiWaitbar('CPA noDNP','close');
fh = figure;
ha = axes('parent',fh);
D = cell2mat({cpaResults.D}');
Dtmp = D(~isnan(D));
Dmed = median(Dtmp);
p = 0:numel(Dtmp)-1;
p = p/max(p);
plot(sort(Dtmp),p,'parent',ha,'linewidth',2)
set(ha,'xscale','log')
axis(ha,'tight')
xlabel(ha,'D (\mum^2/s)')
ylabel(ha,'cumulative probability')
hl = legend(ha,sprintf('D_{med} = %0.2g %s\nN = %i',...
Dmed,'\mum^2/s',numel(Dtmp)));
set(hl,'location','best','fontsize',16)
title(ha,'noDNP')

saveas(gcf,fullfile(saveDir,'noDNP-Dcpa'),'fig')
saveas(gcf,fullfile(saveDir,'noDNP-Dcpa'),'png')
fh1 = figure;
ha1 = axes('parent',fh1);

!
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fh2 = figure;
ha2 = axes('parent',fh2);
c1 = jet(numel(cpaResults));
clear Dmed N
for ii = 1:numel(cpaResults)
D = cell2mat({cpaResults(ii).D}');
Dtmp = D(~isnan(D));
Dmed(ii) = median(Dtmp);
N(ii) = numel(Dtmp);
p = 0:numel(Dtmp)-1;
p = p/max(p);
line(sort(Dtmp),p,'parent',ha1,...
'color',c1(ii,:),'linewidth',2,...
'displayname',['{\color[rgb]{' sprintf('%g ',c1(ii,:))...
sprintf('}(%i)%s
\nN=%i\nD_{med}=%0.02g',ii,fileInfo(ii).BaseTitleName,...
numel(Dtmp),Dmed(ii)) '}'])
text(double(Dmed(ii)),ii,['{\color[rgb]{' sprintf('%g ',c1(ii,:))...
sprintf('}(%i)%s
\nN=%i\nD_{med}=%0.02g',ii,fileInfo(ii).BaseTitleName,...
numel(Dtmp),Dmed(ii)) '}'],'parent',ha2)
line(double(Dmed(ii)),ii,'parent',ha2,'marker','.')
end
set(ha1,'xlim',[1e-2 1],'ylim',[0
1],'xscale','log','fontweight','bold','fontsize',16)
% axis(ha,'tight')
xlabel(ha1,'D (\mum^2/s)')
ylabel(ha1,'cumulative probability')
hl = legend(ha1,'toggle');
set(hl,'location','NorthEastOutside','fontsize',12)
figure
plot(Dmed,N,'marker','x','linestyle','none')
xlabel('D (\mum^2/s)')
ylabel('# of trajectories')
figure
plot(Dmed,cellfun(@(x)
mean(x),{cpaResults.nObs}),'marker','x','linestyle','none')
xlabel('D (\mum^2/s)')
ylabel('average # obs/trajectory')
%determine variance for each independet set of acquisitions
clear DmedSet DstdSet uniqueSaveDirBase
uniqueSaveDir = unique({fileInfo.SaveDir});
for ii = 1:numel(uniqueSaveDir)
idx1 = strcmp({fileInfo.SaveDir},uniqueSaveDir{ii});
DmedSet(ii) = median(Dmed(idx1));
DstdSet(ii) = std(Dmed(idx1));

!
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[~,uniqueSaveDirBase{ii}] = fileparts(fileparts(uniqueSaveDir{ii}));
fprintf('%55s \t %0.3g \t
%0.3g\n',uniqueSaveDirBase{ii},DmedSet(ii),DstdSet(ii))
end
% [uniqueSaveDirBase' num2cell(DmedSet)' num2cell(DstdSet)']
%make bar graph
figure;
bh = bar(DmedSet);
%get location of bars for error bars
x_loc = mean(get(allchild(bh),'xdata'));
y_height = max(get(allchild(bh),'ydata'));
%add error bar
hold on
he = errorbar(x_loc',y_height',DstdSet,DstdSet);
set(he,'linestyle','none','color',[0 0 0],'linewidth',2)
ylabel('D (\mum^2/s)')
xlabel('set of acquisitions')

%% make viterbi plots
close all
clear all
%specify save directory
saveDir = 'I:\Pat Documents\Research\HSM_DATA\QDIgE
analyses\HMM_analysis_2State_2013_08_28';
%find all groups
[figFileNames GroupNames MethodNames] = SPTANALYSIS_GROUP.findFigs(saveDir);

multiWaitbar('Viterbi Group','close');
multiWaitbar('Viterbi Group',0);
for ii = 1:numel(GroupNames)
%load results
figIdx = strcmp(MethodNames,'hmmTwoState') &
strcmp(GroupNames,GroupNames{ii});
load(fullfile(saveDir,figFileNames{figIdx}),'-mat')
udata = hgS_070000.properties.UserData;
%find HMMPP file with best interaction distance and domain size
[~,idx] = min(udata.sptAnalResults.lnP);
% idx = 12;
HMM_PreProcessFile =
fullfile(saveDir,'HMM2State',udata.sptAnalResults.HMMPPfiles{idx});
% % fill state info
% HMM_PreProcessData = HMM_FindStates(HMM_PreProcessFile);
% HMM_PreProcessData = HMM_StatesDist(HMM_PreProcessFile);
load(HMM_PreProcessFile,'-mat');

!
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% ViterbiPlotDir =
fullfile(saveDir,sprintf('viterbi(%s)250nm',GroupNames{figIdx}));
ViterbiPlotDir =
fullfile(saveDir,sprintf('viterbi(%s)',GroupNames{figIdx}));
PmatrixPlotDir =
fullfile(saveDir,sprintf('pmatrix(%s)',GroupNames{figIdx}));
if ~isfield(HMM_PreProcessData,'FilledStates')
% fill state info
HMM_PreProcessData = HMM_FindStates(HMM_PreProcessFile);
HMM_PreProcessData = HMM_StatesDist(HMM_PreProcessFile);
end
%make figures for files with atleast 1 dimer
nDimer = cellfun(@(x) sum(any(x == 1)),HMM_PreProcessData.FilledStates);
[v1,idx1] = sort(nDimer,'descend');
fileNum = idx1(logical(v1));
%make viterbi plot
HMM_2DviterbiPlots(HMM_PreProcessData,ViterbiPlotDir,fileNum)
%make Pmatrix plot
HMM_2DPmatrixPlots(HMM_PreProcessData,PmatrixPlotDir,fileNum)
multiWaitbar('Viterbi Group',ii/numel(GroupNames));
close all
end
multiWaitbar('Viterbi Group','close');

%% estimate D for free vs dimer
close all
clear all
%specify save directory
saveDir = 'I:\Pat Documents\Research\HSM_DATA\QDIgE
analyses\HMM_analysis_2State_2013_08_28';
IntDis = 50;
%find all groups
[figFileNames GroupNames MethodNames] = SPTANALYSIS_GROUP.findFigs(saveDir);
figMethods = cellfun(@(x) x(regexp(x,'(sptg-')+6:regexp(x,').fig')1),figFileNames,'uniformoutput',false);
figGroups = cellfun(@(x) x(1:regexp(x,'(sptg-')1),figFileNames,'uniformoutput',false);
multiWaitbar('Viterbi Group','close');
multiWaitbar('Viterbi Group',0);
for ii = 1:numel(GroupNames)

!
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%
%load results
%
figIdx = strcmp(MethodNames,'hmmTwoState') &
strcmp(GroupNames,GroupNames{ii});
%
load(fullfile(saveDir,figFileNames{figIdx}),'-mat')
%
udata = hgS_070000.properties.UserData;
%
%
%find HMMPP file with best interaction distance and domain size
%
[~,idx] = min(udata.sptAnalResults.lnP);
%
% idx = 12;
HMM_PreProcessFile = fullfile(saveDir,'HMM2State',sprintf('%sIntDis(%i).HMMPP',GroupNames{ii},IntDis));
load(HMM_PreProcessFile,'-mat');
if ~isfield(HMM_PreProcessData,'FilledStates')
% fill state info
HMM_PreProcessData = HMM_FindStates(HMM_PreProcessFile);
HMM_PreProcessData = HMM_StatesDist(HMM_PreProcessFile);
end

Dcount = 0;
Fcount = 0;
Ddimer =
struct('D',[],'Interval',struct('Ends',[],'Index',[],'Width',[]),'FileID',[],
'PairID',[]);
Dfree =
struct('D',[],'Interval',struct('Ends',[],'Index',[],'Width',[]),'FileID',[],
'PairID',[]);
dimerIdx = cellfun(@(x) find(sum(x ==
1)>3),HMM_PreProcessData.FilledStates,'uniformoutput',false);
multiWaitbar('files','close');
multiWaitbar('files',0);
for jj = 1:numel(dimerIdx)
if ~isempty(dimerIdx{jj})
for kk = 1:numel(dimerIdx{jj})
states =
HMM_PreProcessData.FilledStates{jj}(:,dimerIdx{jj}(kk));
for mm = 1:2
pairId =
HMM_PreProcessData.PairID{jj}(dimerIdx{jj}(kk),mm);
sptObj =
SPT.loadFile(fullfile(HMM_PreProcessData.FileInfo(mm,jj).Path,HMM_PreProcessD
ata.FileInfo(mm,jj).Name));
%inputs for Dpm
Dguess = 0:.001:3;
Texp =
(sptObj.ParamsGeneral.Psf(3)*3+1)/sptObj.Stats.Data.size(2);
pValue = 0.32;

!
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tt = 0;
while tt < length(states)
tt = tt+1;
tt1 = tt+find(states(tt+1:end) ~=
states(tt),1,'first')-1;
if ~tt1
tt1 = length(states);
end
frameIdx =
ismember(sptObj.Tracks(pairId).Frame,tt:tt1);
if sum(frameIdx) > 3
%get inputs
o = [sptObj.Tracks(pairId).X(frameIdx)'
sptObj.Tracks(pairId).Y(frameIdx)'];
LA = [sptObj.Tracks(pairId).std_x(frameIdx)'
sptObj.Tracks(pairId).std_y(frameIdx)'];
T = sptObj.Tracks(pairId).Frame(frameIdx);
if states(tt) == 1
Dcount = Dcount+1;
[D, Ddimer.Interval(Dcount)] =
Dpm(o,LA,T,Dguess,Texp,pValue);
Ddimer.D(Dcount) = mean(D);
Ddimer.FileID(Dcount) = jj;
Ddimer.PairID(Dcount,:) = [pairId tt tt1
length(T)];
else
Fcount = Fcount+1;
[D, Dfree.Interval(Fcount)] =
Dpm(o,LA,T,Dguess,Texp,pValue);
Dfree.D(Fcount) = mean(D);
Dfree.FileID(Fcount) = jj;
Dfree.PairID(Fcount,:) = [pairId tt tt1
length(T)];
end
end
tt = tt1;
end
end
end
end
multiWaitbar('files',jj/numel(dimerIdx));
end
multiWaitbar('files','close');

HMM_PreProcessData.Dfree = Dfree;
HMM_PreProcessData.Ddimer = Ddimer;
figure

!
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plot(sort(Dfree.D)*sptObj.Stats.Data.PixelSize^2/sptObj.Stats.Data.TimeStep,(
0:numel(Dfree.D)-1)/numel(Dfree.D-1))
hold all
plot(sort(Ddimer.D)*sptObj.Stats.Data.PixelSize^2/sptObj.Stats.Data.TimeStep,
(0:numel(Ddimer.D)-1)/numel(Ddimer.D-1))
hold off
set(gca,'xscale','log')
medFree =
median(Dfree.D)*sptObj.Stats.Data.PixelSize^2/sptObj.Stats.Data.TimeStep;
legendcell{1} =
sprintf('free\nN=%i\nD_{med}=%0.02g',numel(Dfree.D),medFree);
medDimer =
median(Ddimer.D)*sptObj.Stats.Data.PixelSize^2/sptObj.Stats.Data.TimeStep;
legendcell{2} =
sprintf('dimer\nN=%i\nD_{med}=%0.02g',numel(Ddimer.D),medDimer);
legend(legendcell,'location','NorthWest')
xlabel('D \mu m^2/s')
ylabel('P(D)')
title(GroupNames{ii})
saveas(gcf,fullfile(saveDir,[GroupNames{ii} '-HMM-Dcpa']),'fig')
saveas(gcf,fullfile(saveDir,[GroupNames{ii} '-HMM-Dcpa']),'png')
save(HMM_PreProcessFile,'HMM_PreProcessData','-append')
multiWaitbar('Viterbi Group',ii/numel(GroupNames));
end
multiWaitbar('Viterbi Group','close');
%% make CPA plots
close all
clear all
%specify save directory
saveDir = 'I:\Pat Documents\Research\HSM_DATA\QDIgE
analyses\HMM_analysis_2State_2013_08_28';
IntDis = 50;
%find all groups
[figFileNames GroupNames MethodNames] = SPTANALYSIS_GROUP.findFigs(saveDir);
multiWaitbar('Viterbi Group','close');
multiWaitbar('Viterbi Group',0);
for ii = 1:numel(GroupNames)
%
%load results
%
figIdx = strcmp(MethodNames,'hmmTwoState') &
strcmp(GroupNames,GroupNames{ii});
%
load(fullfile(saveDir,figFileNames{figIdx}),'-mat')

!
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%
udata = hgS_070000.properties.UserData;
%
%
%find HMMPP file with best interaction distance and domain size
%
[~,idx] = min(udata.sptAnalResults.lnP);
%
% idx = 12;
HMM_PreProcessFile = fullfile(saveDir,'HMM2State',sprintf('%sIntDis(%i).HMMPP',GroupNames{ii},IntDis));

load(HMM_PreProcessFile,'-mat');
Dfree = HMM_PreProcessData.Dfree;
Ddimer = HMM_PreProcessData.Ddimer;
figure
plot(sort(Dfree.D)*HMM_PreProcessData.PixelSize^2/HMM_PreProcessData.TimeStep
,(0:numel(Dfree.D)-1)/numel(Dfree.D-1),...
'color',[1 0 0],'linewidth',3)
hold on
plot(sort(Ddimer.D)*HMM_PreProcessData.PixelSize^2/HMM_PreProcessData.TimeSte
p,(0:numel(Ddimer.D)-1)/numel(Ddimer.D-1),...
'color',[0 0 1],'linewidth',3)
hold off
set(gca,'xscale','log')
medFree =
median(Dfree.D)*HMM_PreProcessData.PixelSize^2/HMM_PreProcessData.TimeStep;
legendcell{1} = ['{\color[rgb]{1 0 0}'
sprintf('free\nN=%i\nD_{med}=%0.02g',numel(Dfree.D),medFree) '}'];
medDimer =
median(Ddimer.D)*HMM_PreProcessData.PixelSize^2/HMM_PreProcessData.TimeStep;
legendcell{2} = ['{\color[rgb]{0 0 1}'
sprintf('dimer\nN=%i\nD_{med}=%0.02g',numel(Ddimer.D),medDimer) '}'];
legend(legendcell,'location','NorthWest')
xlabel('D \mum^2/s')
ylabel('P(D)')
title(GroupNames{ii})
saveas(gcf,fullfile(saveDir,[GroupNames{ii} '-HMM-Dcpa']),'fig')
saveas(gcf,fullfile(saveDir,[GroupNames{ii} '-HMM-Dcpa']),'png')

multiWaitbar('Viterbi Group',ii/numel(GroupNames));
end
multiWaitbar('Viterbi Group','close');

!
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!"#"$%&"'()%%$*(
+,)-.-/0+1+(2$3**(
-./00!10$&!23!345/%'6$!4$01.20!7438!/%/.90'0!37!0'%5.$!#/42':.$!24/;$:234'$0!'%!<=>!3?;$:20@!>A'0!:./00!
#43B'&$0!/!#./27348!7438!CA':A!23!0/B$!02/%&/4&!/%/.90$0@!!>A'0!:./00!'0!10$&!23!345/%'6$!4$01.20!7438!2A$!
<=>"D"EF<G<HIJKGEG>F!/%&!<=>"D"EF<G<HGD>LM"->GJD<!:./00$0@!
435678(3()38(
I/N$!2A$!73..3C'%5!$&'20!23!02/421#H<=>@8!
•
•
•
•

E'%$!+O!:A/%5$!<IH"%/.90'0!4$#3!23!:144$%2!2/55$&!B$40'3%!
E'%$!+P!:A/%5$!QII!4$#3!23!:144$%2!2/55$&!B$40'3%!!
E'%$!RS!:A/%5$!T=U5/100IELBS!4$#3!23!:144$%2!2/55$&!B$40'3%!
E'%$!RV!:A/%5$!<A/4$&!4$#3!23!:144$%2!2/55$&!B$40'3%!

L&'2!2A$!<=>!M$/&I$!/2!.'%$!W+!23!#3'%2!23!2A$!%$C!2/5!
=./:$!2A$!73..3C'%5!.'%$0!37!:3&$!'%!9314!02/421#!
%get default user path
matroot = userpath;
matroot = matroot(1:end-1);
SPTdir = fullfile(matroot,'SPT','development'); %fullpath for directory
containing @SPT folder
addpath(SPTdir); %add directory to path
startup_SPT %use startup_SPT to initialize SPT class and all dependencies

!
>$02!2A$!<=>!:./00!10'%5!2A$!73..3C'%5!.'%$0!
<=>@2$02!
<=>"D"EF<G<HIJKGEG>F@2$02!
<=>"D"EF<G<HGD>LM"->GJD<@2$02!
<=>"D"EF<G<HTMJU=@2$02!
F31!/4$!%3C!4$/&9!23!8/N$!/!2/5!37!2A$!<=>!4$#30'2349!
G%!2A$!:144$%2!0$21#X!/%9!2'8$!/!%$C!<=>!2/5!'0!8/&$@!!"!%$C!2/5!37!2A$!Q<I!4$#3!8102!/.03!?$!8/&$X!
?$:/10$!2A$!<=>Q<G!:./00!'0!/!01?:./00!&$#$%&$%2!3%!2A$!<=>!:./00!/%&!'%!2A$!Q<I!4$#3@!
L&'2!02/421#H<=>Q<G@8!/2!.'%$!WW!#3'%2!23!2A$!%$C!<=>!2/5!
L&'2!2A$!<=>Q<G!M$/&I$!/2!.'%$!WS!23!#3'%2!23!2A$!%$C!2/5!
=./:$!2A$!73..3C'%5!.'%$0!37!:3&$!'%!9314!02/421#!7'.$!Y%32$!2A/2!0$22'%5!1#!<=>Q<G!:./00!/1238/2':/..9!0$20!
1#!<=>!:./00Z!
!
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%get default user path
matroot = userpath;
matroot = matroot(1:end-1);
SPTHSIdir = fullfile(matroot,'HSM','tags','RC1','SPTHSI_class'); %fullpath
for directory containing @SPTHSI folder
addpath(SPTHSIdir); %add directory to path
startup_SPTHSI %use startup_SPTHSI to initialize SPTHSI class and all
dependencies

-$./!/0$!12-314!567..!8.'%9!/0$!:;66;<'%9!6'%$.!
12-314=/$./!
12-">"?@141ABCD4?4-@=/$./!
12-">"?@141A4>-EF"G-4C>1=/$./!
12-">"?@141AHFCI2=/$./!
!
!
!
!
!

!
!
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!
!
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Add set-up section to Matlab startup file:
%get default user path
matroot = userpath;
matroot = matroot(1:end-1);
SPTHSIdir =
fullfile(matroot,'HSM',’tags’,’RC1’,'SPTHSI_class');
%fullpath for directory containing @SPTHSI folder
addpath(SPTHSIdir); %add directory to path
startup_SPTHSI %use startup_SPTHSI to initialize SPTHSI
class and all dependencies
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2B4$$&$A(%&D#$2&=$(E2##(8&A53#(9=(9:#(3&A:9F(:&A:6&A:9#%(CG(3#%('HI(9:#$(9:#(26&9(
46&A$D#$9(D4G($##%(9=(C#(4%J529#%K((78(9:#(26&9(46&A$D#$9(4""#432(9=(C#(=88I(9:#$(
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o
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(
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@AAAB

9)1.'(&9/0".%-&

)'4>"6#(2=3&":2(8<3(>4$&"564:&$A(;9"#32"#=:346(%4:4B

1)*(9C11)0D&
)'4>"6#(2=3&":(8<3(>4@&$A(4(25>>439(8<3(4(2#:(<8(%4:4(4=F5&2&:&<$2B(
%makeSummary
%% make spectral and intesity figures
close all
clear all
%data directory
dataDir = pwd;
%spectral frames to plot
spFrames = 1:2000; %sum all spectra
spFrames1 = 1:5:50; %specific frame to show spectra for
%spectral range to sum over
spCutoff = [400 800];
% find hsi files
[hsiFileNames hsiFullFileNames] = hsiData.findFiles(dataDir);
for ii = 1:length(hsiFullFileNames)
fprintf('file %i of %i\n',ii,length(hsiFullFileNames));

(
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%make object
hsiObj = hsiData(hsiFullFileNames{ii});
%find spectral range
[~, minWvIdx] = min(abs(hsiObj.AcqParams.wv - spCutoff(1)));
[~, maxWvIdx] = min(abs(hsiObj.AcqParams.wv - spCutoff(2)));
wvRange = false(size(hsiObj.AcqParams.wv));
wvRange(maxWvIdx:minWvIdx) = true;
%
%

hsiObj.BaseName
hsiObj.AcqParams.LaserPower

if exist(fullfile(hsiObj.Path,'figures'),'dir')
rmdir(fullfile(hsiObj.Path,'figures'),'s')
end
%load data
data = hsiObj.loadFrames;
%spectrum for each frame
sp = squeeze(sum(sum(data(:,:,:,:),3),2));
%time course of fluoresence intensities
I = squeeze(sum(sp(wvRange,:),1));
%plot sum image
h = dipshow(squeeze(sum(sum(data,4),1)));
monPos = get(0,'MonitorPositions');
tmpSz = [size(data,2) size(data,3)]*10;
if any(tmpSz([1 2]) > min(monPos(:,[3 4])))
diptruesize(h,min(floor(min(monPos(:,[3 4]))./min(tmpSz([1
2]))*10-1))*100);
else
%change size
diptruesize(h,1000);
end
hsiObj.saveFig(h,'sumImage')
%plot spectra
h = figure;
spFramesTmp = spFrames;
spFramesTmp(spFramesTmp>size(sp,2)) = [];
%
spLegendName = cellfun(@(x) sprintf('frame %i',x),
num2cell(spFramesTmp),'uniformoutput',false);
plot(hsiObj.AcqParams.wv,sum(sp(:,spFramesTmp),2),'linewidth',2)
title(gca,hsiObj.BaseTitleName)
axis tight
xlabel('wavelength (nm)')
ylabel('counts (photons)')
%
legend(spLegendName)
%
hsiObj.saveFig(h,sprintf('spectraFrames(%s%s)',sprintf('%i',spFrames(1)
),sprintf(',%i',spFrames(2:end))))
hsiObj.saveFig(h,'spectra')
%plot spectra

(
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h = figure;
spFramesTmp = spFrames1;
spFramesTmp(spFramesTmp>size(sp,2)) = [];
spLegendName = cellfun(@(x) sprintf('frame %i',x),
num2cell(spFramesTmp),'uniformoutput',false);
plot(hsiObj.AcqParams.wv,sp(:,spFramesTmp),'linewidth',2)
%
plot(hsiObj.AcqParams.wv,sum(sp(:,spFramesTmp),2),'linewidth',2)
title(gca,hsiObj.BaseTitleName)
axis tight
xlabel('wavelength (nm)')
ylabel('counts (photons)')
legend(spLegendName)
hsiObj.saveFig(h,sprintf('spectraFrames(%s%s)',sprintf('%i',spFrames1(1
)),sprintf(',%i',spFrames1(2:end))))
%
hsiObj.saveFig(h,'spectra')

%plot time course of integrated intensities
h = figure;
plot((1:length(I))/hsiObj.FrameRate,I,'linewidth',2)
title(gca,hsiObj.BaseTitleName)
axis tight
xlabel('time (s)')
ylabel('counts (photons)')
hsiObj.saveFig(h,sprintf('IntensityVsTime(%i-%i)',spCutoff))
close all
end
%% put all intensity plots in a single figure
close all
[name fullname] = hsiData.findFiles;
%sort names by time in name
[~, idx] = sort(cellfun(@(x) x(end18:end),name,'uniformoutput',false));
name = name(idx);
fullname = fullname(idx);

clear xval yval
xval = nan(numel(name),2000);
yval = nan(numel(name),2000);
for ii = 1:numel(name)
figName = fullfile(fileparts(fullname{ii}),'figures',sprintf('%sIntensityVsTime(%i-%i).fig',name{ii},spCutoff));
if exist(figName,'file')
open(figName);
xvalTmp = get(findall(gca,'type','line'),'xdata');
if iscell(xvalTmp)

(
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xvalTmp = xvalTmp{1};
end
xval(ii,1:numel(xvalTmp)) = xvalTmp;
yval(ii,1:numel(xvalTmp)) =
get(findall(gca,'type','line'),'ydata');
end
end
[path folderName] = fileparts(pwd);
h = figure;
set(gca,'ColorOrder',hsv(numel(name)))
line(xval',yval','linewidth',2)
legend(regexprep(name,'_','-'),'location','SouthOutside')
axis tight
title({regexprep(folderName,'_','-');'all acquisitions'})
xlabel('time (s)')
ylabel('counts (photons)')
saveas(h,sprintf('AllFilesIntensityVsTime(%i-%i)',spCutoff),'png')
saveas(h,sprintf('AllFilesIntensityVsTime(%i-%i)',spCutoff),'fig')
%% put all spectral plots in a single figure
close all
[name fullname] = hsiData.findFiles;
%sort names by time in name
[~, idx] = sort(cellfun(@(x) x(end18:end),name,'uniformoutput',false));
name = name(idx);
fullname = fullname(idx);

clear xval yval
xval = nan(numel(name),128);
yval = nan(numel(name),128);
for ii = 1:numel(name)
figName = fullfile(fileparts(fullname{ii}),'figures',sprintf('%sspectra.fig',name{ii}));
if exist(figName,'file')
open(figName);
xvalTmp = get(findall(gca,'type','line'),'xdata');
if iscell(xvalTmp)
xvalTmp = xvalTmp{1};
end
xval(ii,1:numel(xvalTmp)) = xvalTmp;
yvalTmp = get(findall(gca,'type','line'),'ydata');
if iscell(yvalTmp)
yvalTmp = yvalTmp{1};
end
yvalTmp = yvalTmp-min(yvalTmp);
yval(ii,1:numel(xvalTmp)) = yvalTmp/sum(yvalTmp);
end
end

(
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[path folderName] = fileparts(pwd);
h = figure;
set(gca,'ColorOrder',hsv(numel(name)))
line(xval',yval','linewidth',2)
legend(regexprep(name,'_','-'),'location','SouthOutside')
axis tight
title({regexprep(folderName,'_','-');'all acquisitions'})
xlabel('time (s)')
ylabel('counts (photons)')
saveas(h,sprintf('AllFilesSpectra'),'png')
saveas(h,sprintf('AllFilesSpectra'),'fig')

%% make hsiData html summary
close all
clear all
%data directory
dataDir = pwd;
hsiData.htmlSummary(dataDir);

!
"#$%&'&()*&+,-)#!
)'47"6#2(5248#(9:(;2&<4=4(9>?#@=2A(
% hsiData_examples
%
% Example usage of hsiData. File names used here are only examples you
% will need to change names of files. For easy reference, it is
suggested
% that you copy/save a renamed copy (i.e. hsiData_examples_pat) of this
% file in your matlab search path.
%
%
<a href="matlab:edit('SPThsiTutorial.m');">run tutorial</a>
%
% Created by Pat Cutler October 2012

%% user interactive initialization
close all
clear all
obj = hsiData;
obj.loadAcqParams;

(
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%% scripted initialization
close all
clear all
% DataFile =
'C:\Data\HSM\iXonScans\Pat\2012_01_19\rbl_GFPActin_CellMask_QDIgE_DNPBS
A-2012-01-19-14-10-36\rbl_GFPActin_CellMask_QDIgE_DNPBSA-2012-01-19-1410-36.hsi';
% DataFile = 'Y:\HSM\iXonScans\Pat\2012_01_17\rbl_2_QDIgE+DNPBSA-201201-17-18-06-16\rbl_2_QDIgE+DNPBSA-2012-01-17-18-06-16.hsi';
DataFile =
'T:\HSM\iXonScans\Pat\2012_01_20\rbl_GFPActin_CellMask_QDIgE705_DNPBSA2012-01-20-18-26-52\rbl_GFPActin_CellMask_QDIgE705_DNPBSA-2012-01-2018-26-52.hsi';
obj = hsiData(DataFile);
%% show image in HyperView2
obj.hyperView;
%% load frames from file
% frames = []; %load all frames
frames = [1 5]; %load first frame
% frames = [1 obj.Tframes]; %load first and last frame
data = obj.loadFrames(frames);
obj.Stats.time

%% preload raw data and then load frames
frames = []; %load all frames
% frames = 1; %load first frame
% frames = [1 obj.Tframes]; %load first and last frame
obj.loadRawData;
data = obj.loadFrames;
obj.Stats.time %show time necessary for
%% find all rgbSeries for a specified
hsiDataObj.findFigs
%% make/save additional figures
close all
clear all
%data directory
dataDir = 'I:\Pat Documents\Research\HSM_DATA\2012_09_20';

(
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%spectral frames to plot
spFrames = [1 200 300 400 1000];
spLegendName = cellfun(@(x) sprintf('frame %i',x),
num2cell(spFrames),'uniformoutput',false);
% find hsi files
[hsiFileNames hsiFullFileNames] = hsiData.findFiles(dataDir);
for ii = 1:length(hsiFullFileNames)
%make object
hsiObj = hsiData(hsiFullFileNames{ii});
%
%

hsiObj.BaseName
hsiObj.AcqParams.LaserPower

%load data
data = hsiObj.loadFrames;
%spectrum for each frame
sp = squeeze(sum(sum(data(:,:,:,:),3),2));
%time course of fluoresence intensities
I = squeeze(sum(sp,1));
%plot spectra
h = figure;
plot(hsiObj.AcqParams.wv,sp(:,spFrames),'linewidth',2)
title(gca,hsiObj.BaseTitleName)
axis tight
xlabel('wavelength (nm)')
ylabel('counts (photons)')
legend(spLegendName)
hsiObj.saveFig(h,sprintf('spectraFrames(%s%s)',sprintf('%i',spFrames(1)
),sprintf(',%i',spFrames(2:end))))
%plot time course of integrated intensities
h = figure;
plot((1:length(I))/hsiObj.FrameRate,I,'linewidth',2)
title(gca,hsiObj.BaseTitleName)
axis tight
xlabel('time (s)')
ylabel('counts (photons)')
hsiObj.saveFig(h,'IntensityVsTime')
end
%% make isosurface for multiple channels in 3D image
close all
clear all
% DataFile =
'C:\Data\HSM\iXonScans\Pat\2012_01_19\rbl_GFPActin_CellMask_QDIgE_DNPBS
A-2012-01-19-14-10-36\rbl_GFPActin_CellMask_QDIgE_DNPBSA-2012-01-19-1410-36.hsi';
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% DataFile =
'T:\HSM\iXonScans\Pat\2012_01_20\rbl_GFPActin_CellMask_QDIgE705_DNPBSA2012-01-20-18-26-52\rbl_GFPActin_CellMask_QDIgE705_DNPBSA-2012-01-2018-26-52.hsi';
% DataFile =
'T:\HSM\iXonScans\Pat\2012_01_20\rbl_GFPActin_CellMask_QD655IgE_DNPBSA2012-01-20-18-48-47\rbl_GFPActin_CellMask_QD655IgE_DNPBSA-2012-01-2018-48-47.hsi';
DataFile =
'Y:\HSM\iXonScans\Pat\2012_01_20\rbl_GFPActin_CellMask_QD655IgE_DNPBSA2012-01-20-18-48-47\rbl_GFPActin_CellMask_QD655IgE_DNPBSA-2012-01-2018-48-47.hsi';
obj = hsiData(DataFile);
% frames = 1;
frames = obj.Tframes;
obj.LoadParams.zSlice.idx(1:3) = 0;
channels = [640 680; 500 531; 560 612];
% channels = [ 670 740; 560 612; 500 531];
c = [1 0 0; 0 0 1; 0 1 0];
isoValue = [.2 .4 .3];
alpha = [.5 .5 .5];
%preload raw data
obj.loadRawData;
close all
clear data
hdip = figure; %figure handle for dipimage figure
hiso = figure; %figure handle for isosurface figure
ahiso = gca; %axes handle for isosurface
xlabel(ahiso,'x (nm)')
ylabel(ahiso,'y (nm)')
zlabel(ahiso,'z (nm)')
view(ahiso,-45,45)
%set lighting for isosurface
camlight;
lighting(ahiso,'gouraud')
for ii = 1:size(channels,1)
%identify closest wavelength indices
[v idx(1)] = min(abs(obj.AcqParams.wv-channels(ii,1)));
[v idx(2)] = min(abs(obj.AcqParams.wv-channels(ii,2)));
idx = sort(idx);
%set spectral mask
obj.LoadParams.masks.spectral =
zeros(size(obj.LoadParams.masks.spectral));
obj.LoadParams.masks.spectral(idx(1):idx(2)) = 1;
%sum spectral data over spectral dimension
data{ii} = squeeze(sum(obj.loadFrames(frames)));
%normalize data and reverse zdirection
data{ii} = data{ii}(:,:,end:-1:1)/max(max(max(data{ii})));
%make isosurface
fv(ii) = isosurface(data{ii},isoValue(ii));
%adjust vertices to be in microns
fv(ii).vertices = fv(ii).vertices.*...
repmat([obj.AcqParams.pixelSize*1e-3
obj.AcqParams.pixelSize*1e-3 obj.AcqParams.ZstepSize],...
[size(fv(ii).vertices,1) 1]);
%make iso suface

(
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ph(ii) = patch(fv(ii),'parent',ahiso,'facecolor',c(ii,:),...
'EdgeColor','none','facealpha',alpha(ii));
end
%make dipimage RGB
dipshow(hdip,colorspace(dip_image(data([1 3 2])),'RGB'));
dipmapping(hdip,'global')

(
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% importSpectra
close all
clear all
%specify data directory
superResDir = 'I:\Pat Documents\Research\HSM_DATA\2013_08_27 RBL fIgE
QDdnp Fixed\SRresultsSum';
%get wavelength information
[hsiFileNames, hsiFilesFullName] =
hsiData.findFiles(fileparts(superResDir));
hsiDataObj = hsiData(hsiFilesFullName{1});
wv = hsiDataObj.AcqParams.wv;
%specify calibration directory with raw invitrogen spectra
calDataDir = 'I:\Pat Documents\Research\HSM_DATA\2013_06_13 RBL Alexa
IgE';
% calDataDir = 'E:\Data\HSM\iXonScans\Pat\2013_06_13 RBL Alexa IgE';
AFnames = [488 514 532];
afspInvitrogen = zeros(numel(AFnames),numel(wv));
for ii = 1:numel(AFnames)
afname{ii} = sprintf('%s %i','Alexa Fluor',AFnames(ii));
afnameInvitrogen{ii} = sprintf('%s %i Invitrogen','Alexa
Fluor',AFnames(ii));
AFfileName = sprintf('%s.csv',afname{ii});
[spData columnTitle] =
xlsread(fullfile(calDataDir,'SPTresults','scripts',AFfileName));
afspInvitrogen(ii,:) = interp1(spData(:,1),spData(:,3),wv);
afspInvitrogen(ii,:) =
afspInvitrogen(ii,:)/sum(afspInvitrogen(ii,:));
afspInvitrogenMaxNorm(ii,:) =
afspInvitrogen(ii,:)/max(afspInvitrogen(ii,:));
end

(
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%specify calibration directory with collected spectra
calDataDir1 = 'I:\Pat Documents\Research\HSM_DATA\2013_06_20 RBL Alexa
IgE';
% calDataDir1 = 'E:\Data\HSM\iXonScans\Pat\2013_06_20 RBL Alexa IgE';
[hsiFileNames, hsiFilesFullName] = hsiData.findFiles(calDataDir1);
calSpNames = {'A488_Laser5-2013-06-20-14-13-21';
'A514_Laser5-2013-06-20-14-06-59';
'A532_Laser10-2013-06-20-13-57-07';
'H2O_Laser100-2013-06-20-11-48-42'};
names1 = {'Alexa Fluor 488' 'Alexa Fluor 514' 'Alexa Fluor 532' 'Raman
585'};
spNames1 = {'A488' 'A514' 'A532' 'Raman585'};
sp1 = zeros(numel(names1),numel(wv));
for ii = 1:numel(names1)
hsiObj =
hsiData(hsiFilesFullName{strcmp(calSpNames{ii},hsiFileNames)});
figureFiles = dir(fullfile(hsiObj.Path,'figures','*.fig'));
figureFiles(cellfun('isempty',regexp({figureFiles.name},'spectra.fig'))) = [];
h = open(fullfile(hsiObj.Path,'figures',figureFiles.name));
sp1(ii,:) =
get(findall(findall(h,'type','axes','tag',''),'type','line'),'ydata');
sp1(ii,:) = sp1(ii,:)-mean(sp1(ii,end-3:end-2));
sp1(ii,:) = sp1(ii,:)/sum(sp1(ii,:));
spMaxNorm1(ii,:) = sp1(ii,:)/max(sp1(ii,:));
end

%augment together spectra
sp = [sp1];
spMaxNorm = [spMaxNorm1];
%augement names
names = [names1];
spNames = [spNames1];
%switch position of Raman and Chromeo calibration spectra
% idx1 = [5 6];
% idx2 = [6 5];
% sp(idx1,:) = sp(idx2,:);
% spMaxNorm(idx1,:) = spMaxNorm(idx2,:);
% names(idx1) = names(idx2);
% spNames(idx1) = spNames(idx2);
%plot spectra
h1 = figure;
plot(wv,spMaxNorm,'linewidth',2)

(
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hold on
plot(wv,afspInvitrogenMaxNorm,'--','linewidth',2)
hold off
axis tight
xlabel('wavelength (nm)')
ylabel('normalized counts')
legend([names afnameInvitrogen])
saveas(h1,fullfile(superResDir,'CalSpectra'),'png')
saveas(h1,fullfile(superResDir,'CalSpectra'),'fig')
save(fullfile(superResDir,'CalSpectra'),'sp','afspInvitrogen','names','
spNames','wv')

(
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% makeDataFiles
%% get concentration maps for individual dyes
close all
clear all
dataDir = 'I:\Pat Documents\Research\HSM_DATA\2013_08_27 RBL fIgE QDdnp
Fixed';
superResDir = fullfile(dataDir,'SRresultsSum');
if ~exist(superResDir,'dir')
mkdir(superResDir)
end
% fileStr = {'rbl_3colors(100pM)'};
fileStr = {'rbl_'};
spName = {{'A488' 'A514' 'A532'}};
spIdx = {[1 2 3]}; %index for SP in
[hsiFileNames, hsiFilesFullName] = hsiData.findFiles(dataDir);
spInfo = load(fullfile(superResDir,'CalSpectra'));
channel = [400 600];
% sp(:,[2 3]) = 0;
multiWaitbar('sets of data','close');
multiWaitbar('sets of data',0);
for kk = 1:numel(fileStr)

(
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fileId =
find(~cellfun('isempty',strfind(hsiFileNames,fileStr{kk})));
sp1 = zeros(numel(spIdx{kk})+1,numel(spInfo.wv));
sp1(1:numel(spIdx{kk}),:) = spInfo.sp(spIdx{kk},:);
sp1(numel(spIdx{kk})+1,:) = 1/(numel(spInfo.wv)-2);
%baseline clamp
sp1(:,end-1:-1:end-2) = 0;
nonNegConstraints = ones(1,numel(spIdx{kk})+1);
nonNegConstraints(end) = 0;

multiWaitbar('making data files for SR','close');
multiWaitbar('making data files for SR',0);
count = 0;
for ii = fileId(:)'
count = count+1;
hsiDataObj = hsiData(hsiFilesFullName{ii});
data = hsiDataObj.loadFrames;
%find spectral range
[~, minWvIdx] = min(abs(hsiDataObj.AcqParams.wv - channel(1)));
[~, maxWvIdx] = min(abs(hsiDataObj.AcqParams.wv - channel(2)));
wvRange = false(size(hsiDataObj.AcqParams.wv));
wvRange(maxWvIdx:minWvIdx) = true;
data = data(wvRange,:,:,:);
sz = size(data);
data1 = reshape(data,[sz(1) prod(sz(2:end))]);
sp = sp1(:,wvRange);
[c, resid] = cls(data1',sp',nonNegConstraints);
resid = reshape(resid,sz);
paraCCD.PixelSize = hsiDataObj.AcqParams.pixelSize*1e-3;
paraCCD.FrameTime =
hsiDataObj.AcqParams.t*hsiDataObj.AcqParams.sz(3);
assignin('caller','spNames',spName{kk})
assignin('caller','wv',spInfo.wv)
save(fullfile(superResDir,hsiFileNames{ii}),'paraCCD','sp','wv','spName
s')
dataModel = zeros(sz);
for jj = 1:numel(spIdx{kk})

(
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assignin('caller',spName{kk}{jj},sum(reshape(c(:,jj),sz(2:end)),3))
save(fullfile(superResDir,hsiFileNames{ii}),spName{kk}{jj},'-append')
end
multiWaitbar('making data files for SR',count/numel(fileId));
end
multiWaitbar('making data files for SR','close');
multiWaitbar('sets of data',kk/numel(fileStr));
end
multiWaitbar('sets of data','close');
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